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AUDITRONICS S
IT'S NEW - PIT's A BARGAIN -

AND IT'S MODULAR, giving you any
combination of mic, line or accessory
modules. It's also iNSTALLER FRIENDLY,
with a hinged me:erbridge that opens
wide for direct access to connectors,
trimmers and logic switches. Onboard
cue and headphone amps keep you
in budget. BEST OF ALL, it's
AUDITRONICS, so you
know it's TOUGH AS
STEEL!

 FULLY modular
 All electronic switching
 Separate mic & line inputs
 Eight or twelve input channels
 Two stereo Program busses
 Two Mono/Mix-minus busses
 Full -featured monitoring
 Twin VU meter pairs (PGM & switched)
 Opto-isolated control logic
 Built-in cue and headphone amps

tI 252-t38-7000/fax 252-635-z857/3cdeE@aucitronics.com
opyright it 2001 ty
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Unleash The Power
Of Extreme

Digital
Excitement

e.. treme digital
from HARRIS

You have the power to break into the digital

age at light speed. All it takes is the strength

of the Harris Digital Broadcast System. It's a

complete solution of products, performance levels

and service options. From DAB transmitters and

exciters to consoles and

system integration that

brings everything together.

Products that offer the

perfec balance of

performance advantages,

ease-cf-use, reliability and

cost-effective migration

paths. All with the

expert se and extreme

service programs

of the digital

broadcasting leader.

Take your station to the

digital edge of excitement

with he full spectrum of

Harris DAB solutions.

Just contact us at

www.Oroadcast. harris.com

to learn how Harris can

go to extremes for

your business.

A cost-effective

migration path

Functionalty based on unrivaled

real -world IBOC experience

Investment security with field -

proven digital technology

A complete. extreme

digital end -to -end solution
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Currents Online
I lighlights of news items from beradio.com from the past month

Baffling Cincinnati RFI Case Solved 
Radio amateurs work with power company and WLW to identify
troubling RFI case.

RDA Systems Named Auditronics Dealer
RDA,which is already a factory -qualified installer of the entire
Wheatstone product line, adds the console line to its card.

Sirius Upgrades to PAC v4
The new version of the audio codec, developed by Ibiquity Digital, is
derived from the latest generation of psychoacoustic modeling.

MS Gets New Voices
The voices are more understandable and human -sounding than the
previous voice.

FCC Forms Spectrum Policy Task Force
Task Force will assist the Commission in identifying and evaluating
changes in spectrum policy that will increase the public benefits
derived from the use of radio spectrum.

Patriot Acquires Antenna Tooling from Eagle
The purchase includes 3.7 and 4.5 meter antennas and commercial -
quality 0.75 meter antenna.

ERI Names Jones to Engineering Manager Yk
Kinsley Jones will plan and direct all engineering activities of the
antenna division.

Site Features

nnovajoyd
Vote for the Innovators

Cast your vote for the 2002 Innovator Award from BE Radio. Look
for the ballot link on the home page.

Reader Feedback
See what is on the minds of BE Radio readers.

Engineer's Notebook
Tips, tricks and hints that you can use. Send us yours and we'll
add it to the list.

Studio Spotlight
Take a virtual tour of other stations.

EAS Manufacturers' Upgrade Information
Following the FCC Rule change, you can stay on top of the
information from the manufacturer of your EAS equipment.

Oz
<co

View an
online

product
demo

whenever
you see

this logo.
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Introducingcoca edit pro
2_0

cool edit I pro
versiona

 1?8 stereo tracks

 Powerful integrated wave editor with
mastering, analysis, and restoration tools

 More than 45 DSP effects and tools

 32 -bit processing

 24-bit/192kHz and higher sampling rates

 Real-time effects and EQ in multitrack

 DirectX plug-in support

 Scripting and batch processing

 MIDI and video playback support

 Loop -based song creation, including
session tempo and key matching

 Access to thousands of free loops and
beds from Loopology.com

loopology

At only $249, there's a miracle waiting to happen inside every PC.
More powerful than ever, Cool Edit Pro version 2 is packed with the latest and greatest features that the digital audio industry has to

offer, yet it retains the ease of use that has won the favor of a growing community of users worldwide. With enough professional effects

and tools to fill a room full of effects racks, Cool Edit Pro has all you'll ever need for recording, editing, and mixing up to 128 high -quality

stereo tracks with just about any sound card. Sure, you could pay more for a recording studio, but why on Earth would you ever want to?

I
Download your copy today from www.cooledit.com. Syntrillium

P.O. Box 62255 Phoenix, AZ 85082 USA 1.888.941.7100 tel: .1.480.941.4327 fax: .1.480.941.8170 sa.es@syntrillium.com www.syntrilhum.com
Idl nee sales. USA and Canada



Viewpoint

Digital radio has arrived

I
e next phase of radio's evolution has
egun. Last month, I talked about the delays
n the transition to DAB for terrestrial radio,

process that is going into its 10th year of
development. I -ess than five years ago, the
FCC awarded two licenses for S-DARS ser-
vice so that another form of DAB could be
created. I had hoped that the terrestrial form
would beat the satellite form to a service
date, but this was not to be.

Listeners have been presented with a
choice for portable digital radio. It's not a
free choice, but it is available today.

XM and Sirius, the two satellite radio
providers, have launched their ser-
vices nation wide.While XM has had
national service for a few months,
Sirius has been slowly introducing
service to selected states during the
past few weeks.
The official start for Sirius was a

quiet event. The service had been
rolled out in small doses, and in the
final weeks before the national kick-
off, Los Angeles, New York City and
New Jersey were the last pieces to
be added to the mix.

So while the IBOC work continues,
listeners are debating the merits of

the two available radio choices: terrestrial
or satellite.The issues of sound cost,qual-
ity,content,flexibility of service and conve-
nience of use are part of the debate.What
is a listener to do?

The debate over sound quality is subjec-
tive. Analog terrestrial radio can sound
good, and FM service with few interference
problems is accepted as a quality sound
source. Many digital encoding schemes
are even described as FM -like or FM quality.
Analog AM has its problems, but in most
cases delivers an acceptable quality. Both
can be good but frequently are less than
ideal. Satellite radio, on the other hand,
delivers a clean signal at all times.While the
encoding scheme is sometimes audible
on the audio, it is interference -free.

What about cost? This is an easy one.

Terrestrial radio is basically free. Satellite radio will cost
you $10 to $13 per month plus the cost of new hardware,
which starts at $300. A terrestrial -radio receiver can be
picked up for a few dollars.

The issue of flexibility of service also favors terrestrial.
Walkmans, boom boxes, clock radios and factory -
installed car radios are everywhere. Most local terrestrial
stations can be picked up without an external antenna.
Satellite -radio receivers are available in somewhat porta-
ble designs, but they are still pricey items that most people
wouldn't think of throwing into a duffle bag and plugging
in at the beach.

Convenience of use follows the two points above. Prolif-
eration of terrestrial receivers gives the land -based service
the upper hand. One advantage that satellite offers is the
RBDS-like function of displaying additional information.

The big issue is content. This is what makes a handful
of AM stations the top -billing giants that they are. Listeners
will sacrifice some quality for material they want to hear.
The big draw is that radio offers a spontaneous listening
experience. While we can easily create our own mixes, it's
easier to let someone else drive. Both satellite providers
offer unique content choices that are not available any-
where else. It is my hope that Sirius and XM will demon-
strate to terrestrial radio stations that listeners like a true
variety,and therefore entice local stations to broaden their
playlists and look beyond the safe choices.

Throughout the years, satellite radio has been referred to
as the Death Star. Last month I saw Star Wars Episode 2. By
coincidence, the movie contains the first glimpse at the
plans for the Death Star.When the official notification was
made that Sirius was up and running, I was reminded of a
line from Star Wars Episode 6 describing the celestial
weapon (modified slightly): "Now witness the firepower
of this fully operational battle station"

Everyone is waiting to see what will happen.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cschererPprimediabusiness.com

What are your thoughts on satellite radio? Can two services
survive? Will satellite radio kill terrestrial radio?

Send comments to: E-mail: beradiocprimediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905
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Last-minute remotes?
No stress for John Kennedy of Entercom Boston.

The Patriots win the Superbowl! A ma.or cause for celEbratior n Boston. And potentially

major stress for John Kennedy, Enginee-ing Direczor for Entercom Boston. With no a

warning, John had less than 24 hours to orchestr3te :enrage cf the festivities

on numerous stations - including live remotes along the Patriots' parade

route. Fortunately, John knew he could count on Comex to

even last-minute. With Comrex in your toolbox,

last-minute remotes are successful, not stressful_

"We delivered multiple high -quality live remotes

over ordinary phone lines and we didn't lose a imute

John Kennedy,
Eng meering Dire:tor,

ntercom Bostor

Let us help with yot r list until( remo-c
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Websites that work
Stephanie P. Snyder
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by do users spend more time on some
websites than others? What makes users
cOme back to favorite sites time and time
again ancilfass over others? Is it flashy
graphics and animation? Bright colors?
Current news? While any of those things
can be part of a good website, there are
more elusive traits that can transform a
good website into a great website.

When designing for the Web,the number
one rule is: Keep the user in mind. Every
radio station has a target audience, and
when planning the site, think of that person.
In addition to demographic data about age

and sex, a designer

11
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Daily updates keep WOAI San Antonio's
Web content fresh, bringing visitors back.

computer and
monitor size that
he prefers?

Designs that
work for a CHR
audience might
not be appropri-
ate for a news/

should know the type
of technology that the
target market is using.
How does the user
connect to the Inter-
net? What browser is
he more likely to use?
Is there a brand of

determine how well the audience receives the message.
If the initial site layout is ineffective, the userwill surf away
within a few seconds and the message will never be
delivered. Make first impressions count. Present the main
features of your site in the first one or two screens. Many
users dislike scrolling down to view pages, so place
important elements above the fold, meaning in a location
that is visible when the page first loads.

All websites should be easy to read. Text should be large
and clear. Color should be chosen carefully and used to
enhance the design of the site. Avoid using background
colors in the same shade as the text. Special effects should
be used only when they add value to the site and fit your
target market. Many Web designers get caught up in the
latest fancy additions, even though too many effects at
once can overwhelm the user. Complex backgrounds,
scrolling text, hidden images, sounds, animations and
other features can be effective in Web design,but use them
sparingly and only when there is a reason to do so.

Navigation and content
Clarity and consistency are key to a successful website,

and nowhere is this more apparent than in navigation.
The website visitor always wants

Simple navigation and quick -loading images

tal k station. More
make DC's WASH page a

importantly, what a Web design firm or
consultant finds most exciting to build,
may or may not fit the radio station listen-
er's needs. Great websites put the needs
of the users first.

Page layout
Too many websites are victims of poor

design, and radio station Web pages are
no exception. Placement of images, use of
space, choice of type font and colors will

breeze for the user.

to know,"where am I?" The next
question will usually be,"where
do I go next?" Great websites
make it easy for the user to an-
swer these two questions. But-
tons or menus to guide the user
through the site should be clearly
marked and visible at all times.
Often these are placed at the top
orside of the page. Repeating the
appearance, location and func-
tion of navigation elements on
every page allows the user to
learn the rules of the road. A con-
sistent layout also builds a site

identity in the mind of the user and he will come to
associate the look and feel of the site with the radiostation.

Users need some reason to visit one website vs. another
website. A colorful logo is not enough to keep a user on
a website or make him return later. What keeps him on a
page after the first impression is the site content.

To make the website memorable, give the listener some-
thing valuable.This could be advice,information,entertain-
ment or contests depending on the station format. What
does the station website offer that the user cannot get
anywhere else? Obvious columns for many stations are
local weather, news and event or concert calendars. Con-
tent must be accurate, fresh, compelling and easy to find.

10 July 2002 www.beradio.com



Great Software from BSI
BSI makes Simian digital automation, but did you know that we ham a whole family of prcducts for Radio?

limeShift, WaveCart, Stinger, Speedy, Skimmer and WebGonne can all work together tc make your station function professiona ly
.=red sound amazing. In addition to the software that we wake, offer partner products lice AudioScience sound cards, Natural
3roadcast Systems traffic and billing software, Syntrillium's ne ool Edit Pro 2.0 and various other hardware accessories.

Ar y and all of our programs are available on our website for download. So install our software and play with it for as long as you
.rant. Once you've decided that it's the software for your station, give us a call or order online.
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easy audio logging
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TimeShift $999
continuous record of audio
and tones with time -delay
or random-access playback

Over 5000 users have discovered how easy and versatile BSI software really is.

Test and try before you buy.
Broadcast
Software
International 888-bsiusa1 www.bsiusa.com sales@ bsiusa.com



Managing Technology

Information on the Web ages quickly, so
update regularly to prevent your site from
becoming stale.

Creating fresh, original content on a reg-
ular basis can be a chore. If station resourc-
esdo not allow fora team of Web producers
to create content, filter and gather interest-
ing information for the listeners instead. If
the local newspaper already offers com-
prehensive news on the Web, don't dupli-
cate its work, link to it. If there is a popular
fan site about music played on the station,
link to that. By linking to content that is
specific and relevant to station listeners,
the website will be current and still offer a

valuable service.

Animation and slick graphics
younger audience of Chicago's WBBM.

Avoid becoming
nothing but a list of
links. Point directly to
an article or a specific
resource whenever
possible, rather than
to a home page. Sites
that have some useful
grouping or sorting
stand out and will be
revisited more often
than a simple list. Reg-
ularly check links for
accuracy.

Another way to develop original content with minimal
time investment is to start a community of users and let
them create the content for you. User surveys, chat rooms
and online forums allow visitors to share information with
others and can help shape your site to better serve their
needs. Let the audience talk about the local hot topics. An
online forum makes you part of the users' lives, making
your website of more interest to them.

The Web is an interactive medium and great websites
encourage contact. Allow users to contact the station for
more information or with comments and suggestions
about your site. They will feel more involved with the
station and the website managerwill learn what is working
and what can be improved. At a minimum, include a
contact e-mail address for the webmaster. In addition,some
stations provide e-mail addresses or feedback forms for
one or more departments. Make it a point to respond
promptly to all user inquiries.

Back for more
A great website is one that users come back to again and

again. Websites aim to create repeat users because more
users, more often, means the site can charge more for
advertising. In the case of a radio station, more Web users
also means more listeners are interacting with the station
at times they may not have listened before. By keeping the
user in mind when designing a site and by offering current
and original content in a clear, consistent format stations
can transfer a loyal over -the -air listener into a repeat
website user.

Snyder is an independent streaming media consultant based
in Australia.

RADIO HARD DI SK

DL4-MAX

LIVE ON AIR Production & Automation

 DUAL STUDIO SYSTEMS - AIR & PRODUCTION

 LIVE, SATELLITE & AUTOMATION

 VOICE TRACKING, SEGUES, PHONERS & MORE

 TRIPLE PLAY & RECORD

The DL4 is ideal for a two studio radio
station with On Air & Production Studios. With
simultaneous triple play & record, the On Air Studio has dual
overlapping play while the production studio has both Play
& Record.

1111. MN.. 1

The DL4 is a broadcast quality hard disk player and recorder. It
is not a PC computer with audio on it, but is a hard disk audio appliance
that is controlled by PC computers. If the PC fails the DL4 continues playing.
The DL4 even has a cart machine like front panel for manual control.

The Digilink Family of Hard Disk products is the #1 Satellite Automation system with 1000's
sold around the world.

Arrakis Systems inc. Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems.com

-- SYSTEM -MI
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Rhapsody
in Blue.

Digital Core
Routing System

Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels

Digital & Analog
24 Bit I/O

Mix Multiple
Inputs to

Any Output

IFB-Talk to
Remotes

Integrated
Intercom

Functions

32KD

Introducing the new 32KD
Digital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems

This modular, digital -core
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.

Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mix -minus,
and more, run simulta-
neously without conflict.
All this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
or dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.

For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 32KD, give us a call
or visit our web site.

SAS. Doing more for radio. Again.

//%/'SAS

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

818-840-6749
sasaudio.com
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Dynamic Web content
By William Harrison, Jr.

RaiVo

n these days of dwindling budgets and
personnel, improving yourWeb presence
can seem costly, but it may turn out to be
a sound investment in the long run. With
a larger Web presence you may reach a
larger audience,orsell more online adver-
tising. Adding dynamic content is one
way to give the impression that you have
a larger presence that you really do, and
it can be done for next to nothing.

It's not rocket science to add dynamic
aspects to websites. It just takes a little
patience and know-how, and the ability to
search on Google to find help from those
who have gone before you.

Regardless of the type of server you run
(Linux, Windows, Solaris),the principles
are all similar. The same can be said for

programming
languages: the
correct pro-
gramming
language is
the one your
server sup-
ports, and the
one your pro-
grammer is
comfortable
using. Person-
ally,) believe in
open source
software, so
my examples
may be slight-
ly biased to-
wards those

using Linux variants, but if you have the
money to spend, there are commercial
solutions available that are ready to fulfill
your needs.

Run IBOC digital with less gear
and less expense

BE Radio Currents
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A site search capability and a date stamp are two easy
ways to enhance a website.

Schedule, schedule
Probably the easiest way of using dy-

namic content is to create it ahead of time,
and let the server post it at scheduled
intervals. Perhaps you want to change
your homepage every Sunday morning,
but don't want to work during the week-
end. No problem. On Friday, create the

new version of the homepage (for example, let's call it
sunday.html) and use a scheduler (cron in Linux and
Unix variants; AT in Windows) to copy the new file over
your old homepage file. Just be careful when you set this
up; if you schedule it to run every Sunday and you forget
to create the sunday.html file, you may end up with no
homepage at all when you come in Monday morning.

The most useful example of dynamic Web content may
be the 'What's on Now' or 'Now Playing' feature (which is
strange, because there are few scripts available for down-
load that do this). People come to your site to look at your
programming schedule,but what if they're only interested
in finding out what's playing now or what's coming up
next? Using the method above, you could create a home -
page for each hour of each day, all almost identical except
for what's playing now and next, but that's a lot of files to
have to worry about.

Instead, you could use Javascript to determine the day of
week and the time of day, and then use a series of if/then
statements to display the appropriate information. Asa side
note, try to avoid usingJavascript for date and time functions
because it returns the date and time of the user's computer,
so a user in California viewing a website in Virginia will see
an incorrect time. Use a server -side language like PHP or
Visual Basic because it will return the server time.There's a
second hidden benefit to using a server -side language as
well: you will minimize the bandwidth (and consequently
improve load time) because you won't be sending lots of
data that the browser won't be displaying.

Step up to the mic
Perhaps the most dynamic content is the kind you don't

create yourself.There are a lot of people out there, and most
of them would like a place to share their ideas with others,
so why not let them be shared on your site? Many good
discussion board software packages are free (open source),
take up little server space or bandwidth and keep people
coming back to read and reply, especially if you use a
discussion topic that people feel strongly about. Start a
political board, a recipe exchange or even a feedback
forum where users can post their comments on concerts
given by local bands.

If you're not comfortable giving people access to post on
whatever topics they desire, then limit their options by
using a poll. You choose the question and the answers.All
the users get to do is vote. Again, it's quick to set up,
inexpensive and takes care of itself once it is running.

Save the date
Try adding a calendar to your site. Include programming

schedules and cultural events covering your local listen-
ing area. Music stations can create relationships with some

14 July 2002 www.beradio.com
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hipaCt Digital Router
 Capable u sum all it puts to an outputs
 Able to dstribule one input to all outputs.
 Gain control for each individual VO Port.
 Modular ,ine rack unk 12x12 or 24x24 AES/EBU
 Expandable: adds more units and easily enhances routing,
surnmi and cistitution capabilities.

Caddy AD DAConverier:
 A companion tc the taipact digital router, it is also an deal stand
alone AC DA Convener.

The Impact and Caddy .rem the
preferred equipment us, -.,d in the

Aud c Switching Control in
Salt Lake City.

STANDARD BROADCAST FURNITURE

SF1000 SERIES

$3,995
AS SHOWN

 LAMINATED PLYWC OD TOP WITH T MOLDING
 INDUSTRIAL GRADE MELAMINE .ERTICALS
 REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL
 4 3/8" KICK BASE
 50 " HIGH TABLE TOP 138" OPTIONAL)
 12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUS N6
 7 - 12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BA) 3
 POP OUT REAR PANELS
 CABLE WIRE TRAYS
 OPTIONAL VENTEC PANELS FOA AIR FLOW
 OPTIONAL ASSORTIMENT OF COLORS
 OPTIONAL GUEST WINGS AVALABLE
 OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

USA
(847) 487-7575

SF2000 SERIES

LANIIPIATED PLYWOOD TOP 1 1/2' THICK
RICH STAJNED OAK TRIM
LAM IMATEDPLYWOOD VERTICALS
REVERS BLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL
4 3/8" KICP. BASE
30 " I-IGH TABLE TOP (38" OPTIONAL)
12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING
7 - 12 RA.GP. UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS
POP OUT WAR PANELS
CABLE W1F E TRAYS
OPTIONAL VENTED PANELS FOF AIR FLOW
OPTIONAL ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
OPTIONAL GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

RAM

SF3000 SERIES

 SOL C SURFACE TOP
RICH STAINED OAK TRIM
L AM : NATED DU' Ai000 VER TIC AL S

 REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL
4 3/E" KICK BASE
30 " HIGH TABLE TOP :38' OPTIONAL)
12 RACK UNIT UTLITY HOUSING
7 - 12 RACK JNIT PEDEST4_ BAYS

 POP DU- REAR PANELS
 CABLE WIRE TRA/ S
 OPTIONAL EN -E ) PANELS FOR AIR FLOW:
 Orr DNAL ASSORTMENT CF COLORS
 OPTIONAL CUE 3 WINGS MAILABLE
 OPTIONAL OVEREIRIDGES AVAILABLE

BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC.

www.ramsyscom.com
CANADA

(705) 722-4425
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of the concert venues in the area, and allow
them to enter information for their perfor-
mances into your system. Promote local
appearances by station jocks and other
station activities in the community.

There is a lot of free content out there.
The National Weather Service provides
forecast information for all 50 states, based
on ZIP codes, in either a human- or ma-
chine-readable fashion. Writing a simple
script to request this information, parse it
and display it can't be too difficult be-
cause there's an open source project
doing it already (PHP Weather on Sound -
Force). Look at the examples and it should
all be straightforward.

Additionally, there are news services that
can provide your site with headlines on a
regular basis, using Javascript to pull them
from files on other servers. This is useful for
getting others' content to appear on your
site, but be aware that you may have to put
up with a delay in page load time while the
user waits not only for your server to re-
spond to them, but also for the other server
to respond to your server. NPR -affiliated
stations can use some of the modules
available for shows such as All Things

Considered, which provide information about the day's
guests and show topics, and display them on your site
automatically.Check with your syndicated program provid-
er to see if similar services are available.

Content management systems
Considered to be the holy grail of website management

is the content management system (CMS). There are
hundreds of options here, from freeware open source
solutions such as Zope and Phoundry, to those that cost
thousands of dollars, such as Interwoven, Vignette and
Microsoft's Content Management Server. Most of these
allow multiple people to have certain access to perform
certain tasks, such as upload a new page on your site,
schedule content to appear on the homepage or edit and
approve a piece of content before it is posted. They can be
sophisticated, storing everything in an Oracle database, or
simple, storing each page in its own HTML file. They can
be flexible or rigid, depending on the product and the
people setting it up.
The key to having a good CMS is finding a person or

company to set it up correctly from the start. Most of them
are not viable out -of -the -box solutions, but rather toolkits
to enable you to take various aspects you like and weave
them together to perform particular functions. They need
to be customized to your particular application to be as
flexible as possible in the future.

Words to the wise
I. Start simple: Display the date on your pages. Yes, it's

cheesy; yes, most people realize it's being done
automatically, but it's quick and easy and can be
done with almost no technical know-how.

2. Add a search box to each of your pages. It
doesn't have to be big, but make sure your users
can see it immediately. The quicker you can get the
user what they want, the more time they have to
spend looking around your site.

3.Whatever it is you want to do,odds are it has been
done before. Before you go off to create your own
version of it, do a few searches and take a look at how
others have handled it. Keep what you like, throw
out what you don't like and go from there.

4. Investigate sharing your work with otherstations.
If you want to add a particular feature to yoursite but
can't afford to, maybe you can partner with another
station interested in doing something similar.

Now You Can Have Higher Accuracy Plus Value

GPS MASTER CLOCK
& TIME CODE GENERATOR

185 12 5 ts .s. 1, 43.

QUALITY STANDARD FEATURES:
 SMPTE/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, ASCII Time Code Outputs  1PPS Output

 8 Satellite Tracking  Battery Back-up  GPS "Lock" Indicator
 Automatic Daylight Savings Time Correction  Time Zone Offset  Antenna

 45 nanosecond accuracy  3 Year Warranty  Plus More, for just $2495

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
 Parallel BCD Output  1 KPPS  10MHz Output  220 VAC  12-35 VDC

 Video Inserter  Video Sync -Generator  Hourly contact closures

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

Harrison is manager of Web technology for WETA-FM
and WETA-TV, Arlington, VA.

More online
sources of ideas and ways to

implement them can be
found at these sites:

phorum.org
slashdot. org

freshmeat.net
source forge.net

cgi-resources.com
phpweather.sourceforge.net
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CENTRAL
TOWER

Proud to be

Serving

Broadcasters

for 60 years

ome to Dielectric for all your FM
needs. We have the most complete
broadband product line and 60
years of engineering expertise in the
industry. You can rely on Dielectric
as your one source of responsibility
for a successful project from
bottom to top.

Towers
 Manufacturing

 Guyed
 Self -Supporting

 Mapping and Inspection
 Custom Design & Modifications
 Installation and Rigging

Antennas
 Top and Side Mount
 Multi -Station
 Pattern Studies

Transmission Line

Combining Systems

Engineering Excellence Since 1942

Call you- TEAM today!  1 -866 -DIELECTRIC  www.dielectric.com



RF Engineering

Grounding and signal problems
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

dequate grounding means different things
to (liffere% engineers. To the electrical en-
gineer it ',ha ns compliance with the Na-
tional Electric Code (NEC). To the RF engi-
neer it means'Oroper grounding and light-
ning protection forall pieces of equipment
connected with RF power transmission.To
the audio engineer it means correct
grounding to eliminate the possibility of
hum or instability developing in the audio
signal. Overall it also means compliance
with those portions of the NEC that apply
in particular circumstances, as well as indi-

vidual state
and local ordi-
nances. In ad-
dition, the engi-
neer is con -

A secure and reliable ground system is a
critical part of any RF installation.

cemed with questions of audio quality and
hum. Overriding all the considerations of
audio quality and noise in the signal is the
necessity for providing a safe system that is
free from electrocution or bums from pri-
mary power ac, RF power or dangerous ac
voltages developing in the audio equip-
ment wiring and equipment.

I will not touch much on power engi-
neering at this point because more and
more it is becoming beyond the purview
of radio engineers whose power installa-
tions usually have to be completed by
state -approved and licensed contractors,
and most radio engineers are not state
licensed to perform such work. Some-
times this leads to problems when new
installations are made that are subject to
inspection by non -radio minded inspec-
tors before completely installed, as well as

afterwards. It seems that as the world becomes more and
more regulated and licensed individual freedom of de-
sign and application becomes more circumscribed by
political, or local union interference.

A typical argument with electrical inspectors frequently
isac powerconnections inside equipment cabinets. Some-
times there is a wide divergence in opinions and require-
ments for the location of electrical outlets inside a cabinet.
This can often be a sticking point in an inspection in a large
city-and sometimes even in small ones. Another argu-
ment is often the actual grounding location, and its interac-
tion with other radio grounds.

It is best to bring the primary ac power in underground.
Sometimes the power company owns the transformer and
sometimes the broadcaster has to pay for it. In cases where
the station is at the end of a short, dedicated line it may pay
to own -he transformer. This enables the broadcaster to
have some control over which users are connected to his

line. In any case a surge suppressor should be
installed directly at the point of entrance into
the transmitter building and connected di-
rectly to the system ground.

An adequate ground system is essential for
any radio station. In the case of AM stations
this is provided through the antenna ground
system. However, sometimes this large and
efficient ground system issome distance from
the studio/transmitter building where the pri-
mary power ground is located. Of the station
components located in the area of the anten-

na ground system, few are connected to the ac power line.
There is usually one,however,and that one can sometimes
cause problems and introduce hum in an AM signal. I am
referring to the tower lighting system.

Seeing the light
The tower lighting system is tied to the antenna ground

system, and it is powered by an underground cable from
the transmitter building. From time to time we hearof signal
interference produced by leaking or damaged compo-
nents in the tower lighting system.

In the case of FM stations the antenna tower grounding
is,unfortunately,sometimes less than adequate. Unlike AM
transmitters, a large and efficient ground system is not
required for FM stations,which rely on line -of -sight cover-
age. As a result many FM towers are grounded by a few
grounding rods at the tower base. This is usually inade-
quate, and it is not unusual for lightning strikes to damage
transmitters and associated equipment.

The damage caused by a lightning strike could be
prevented by properly grounding the tower and transmis-
sion line. A few standard grounding rods connected by
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AutoPad

All-NewAutoPil->iq* 2
Unleash the Power!

Broadcast Transmitter
Control Software

 Control all sites from one PC
 Wizards for easy setup
 Powerful Scripting

  ape II IilrWA,1101
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Ito.
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"AutoPilot 2 has not missed a
beat -- which is critical for a high
powered AM station. It's very
dependable".
Paul Reynolds, Cniel Engineer

Ccx Radio

"AutoPilot 2's open architectu,-?
has really expanded our
monitoring capabilities. The
power of the scripting wizard
can't be overstated."
Jeff Kuhne, Engineer, WRPI-FM

Special Offer!!

Order .iow and receive
free ARC -16 5.4

firmware with your
purchase!

Firmware Features include:
 Adjcst3ble Alarm Celays
 Adjcsuble Raise/Lc-wer

Durat ons
 Autolc_ad for PC Baied

ARC-- 6 Configuration

BURK
TFCHNOI OON'

Tel; 800-255-8190
Web Ske: www.burk.com

Emaif' sales@burc com

World Class FM transmitters
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

In our "T" series, we combined the best of both worlds:
Stability and simplicity of grounded -grid PA design with
the high efficiency of a tetrode. The result is a state-of-
the-art FM transmitter line with world -class performance.

"T" Series with the grounded -grid tetrode. Available only
from Armstrong at 20, 25 and 30kW power levels.

ARMSTRONG
T1 N 3MITTEP ORPORATr(^;
rota/ RP Systems Solutions

Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972
e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com

The RF People

Silicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

1992 1 0 2002
years

- SOLID STATE FM BROADCAST AMPLIFIERS
- QUICK RESPONSE RENTAL / REPAIR / REPLACEMENT
- IPA OEM / REPAIR / REPLACEMENT
- MADE IN THE USA

B -150A
B -300A

B-450
B-600

Wald

B-1500
B-21)30

10/1000
10/1250

B-850
B-1000

10.'3000
10'35011

nl   .
MI II

Phone:- (800) 986-9700 e-mail:- salesqi SVPA.com
Fax:- (408) 986-1438 Phone:- (408) 986-9700 website:- www.SVPA.cem
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YOUR SOURCE FOR IN
QUALITY AM ANTENNA

SYSTEMS AND
ACCESSORIES

=LABS,

KINTRONIC

-Inc.
3 -TOWER 1/5 KW DA -2 970kHz

WEATHERPROOF DIRECTIONAL
ANTENNA PHASING SYSTEM

KAFY Radio Bakersfield, CA

DIRECTIONAL
4 -TOWER

ALSO
MODEL

50KW DA -1 970kHz
ANTENNA SYSTEM

SHOWN IS KINTRONICS
DL -50 DUMMY LOAD

niiIIIII.....:

.

,

KMJ Radio Fresno, CA

NEW PRODUCT!
LOW COST WIDEBAND

STL ISOCOUPLER

-,...

MODEL: FMC -0.2P

ONLINE SHOPPING NOW AVAILABLE'

A

www.kintronic.com
Click On LOGIN

Click On SHOPPING
- PRIOR APPROVAL IS

REQUIRED FOR ACCESS

RF Engineering

pieces of small -gauge copper
wire will not dissipate the high
current produced by a lightning
strike. Before vaporizing, the small
gauge copperwire will present a
high impedance to the lightning
that will seekan easierpath, which
usually turns out to be transmit-
ting equipment. In many of the
smaller FM stations, far more con-
sideration needs to be given to
FM tower grounding.

RF grounding
It is in the transmitter building

and ATUs that grounding be-
comes of the greatest radio engi-

reduce stray RF voltages from developing in
cabinet sections.

The presence of a 4 -inch copper strap inter-
connecting tower bases to the transmitter
output is also important. It is not unusual in
small stations, especially non -directional in-
stallations, to find that the only connection
between the transmitter ground and the ATU
is the outer conductor of the coaxial transmis-
sion line. Theoretically, this outer conductor
will suffice to carry the currents between the
transmitter and the radiating system.However,
the 4 -inch copper strap is needed to stabilize
the radiating system and ensures an adequate
connection to and from the ground system.

A continuation of this 4 -inch copper strap
should extend to the base of all equipment
cabinets. Sometimes in high AM RF fields, a
2 -inch copper strap is brought inside each
cabinet to provide even better grounding
connections. It is common to find a copper
screen forming a Faraday shield around the
transmitter, and some audio facilities are
required in high -power installations locat-
ed close to the antenna.

Signal grounding
Sometimes problems arise when attempting

to ground cable shields where an automatic
ground is already in existence through a third
grounding pin on an equipment cable. Only
one end of a cable shield should be grounded.

If both ends are grounded, a
current will flow through the
shield. If the potential difference
between the two ground con-
nections is high enough it is

possible forhum to be produced.
In areas where high RF volt-

ages are present, audio (and
video) signals produce a wide
variety of interference ranging
from whistles to buzzes. RF in-
terference to unshielded or un-
grounded video equipment

Examples of a poor tower ground :top) and a
good tower ground. Not only is the conductor in
the poor example too small, it is not attached.

neering importance. It is not just
for appearance that manufactur-
ers of phasors and ATUs lay the
expensive 4 -inch copper strap
on top of the cabinet floors and
walls to interconnect inductanc-
esand capacitors. Not only does
the copperstrap ensure a perfect
connection between compo-
nents, but its presence tends to

usually produces the familiar
herringbone interference pat-
tern.When investigating sourc-
es of RF interference to studio

equipment it is important to confirm that the
connection known as ground really is a
good ground connection.This is especially
true if a water pipe has been used as a
ground. Hot water pipes do not make suit-
able grounds. It is essential to be sure that a
water pipe ground is connected to ground
through a metallic pipe and not plastic.The
water in the plastic pipe will not substitute for
a good metallic connection.

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.
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FM Educational Circular P11,--dtion antennas.

Model Ro. lays Max. Input Power Price

MP -1 1 500 W S250

MP -2 2 800 W S650

MP -3 3 800 W 5950

MP -4 4 800 W 51,250

MP -4R 4 2000 W 51,750

MP -5 5 3000 W 52,250

MP -6 6 3000 W 52,700

FrI1lourPowerCircubuPolan7annomitenna,

Model Ile. Bays Max. Input Power Price

GP -1 1 1500 W 5350

GP -2 2 3000W 51,800

GP -3 3 4500 W 51,800

GP -4 4 6000 W S2,500

GP -5 5 6000 W 52,900

GP -6 6 8000 W S3,500

zation antenr

Model Ito. Bays Max. Input Power Price

SGP-1 1 3000 W 5650

SGP-2 2 6000 W 52,450

SGP-3 3 8000 W S3,500

SGP-4 4 8000 W S4,300

SGP-5 5 8000 W 55,100

SGP-6 6 8000 W 55.900

SGP-6R 6 15000 W 56,500

Please Contact the OMB limerica
Sales Department, for other

antenna systems configurations

EUROPE

Commercial & T.V. Factory:
Avda. San Antonio, 41
Telefs.: 976.50 46.96 (6 lines)
Fax 976.46.31.10
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA
(Zaragoza)

Antenna & Radio Factory:
(amino de los Albares, 14, bolos
Telefs 976.50.35 80 (6 lines)
Fax 976.50. 38. 55
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA  (Zaragoza)
Internet. http.//www.omb.es
e-mail: ombcom@infonegocio.com
VideoConference(RDS1) 976 46 32 00

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION

3100 NW 72nd. Avenue Unit 112

MIAMI, Florida 33122

Ph.: 305 4770973 - 305 4770974 (6 lines)

Fax: 305 477-0611

Internet. http://www.omb.com

e-mail: ombusa@bellsouth net

Videoconference: 1 305 5940991/92

The b selection
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Installation
Profile

Lynn Duke (left), Chiei Engineer, F.F0Q, Los
Angeles and Scott Masan (right) Director of
Engineering; West Coast, Infinity Er4adcasting
Corporation in the rad. room in frort of blotz
Digital VADIS 880 frarne.

r

---_
- - -.............----- --

Klotz Digital I2 -fader VADIS DC II
control surf -ice.

The year 2001 bund Infinity
Broadcasting Corporation's

World Famous alternative rock sta-
tion KROQ-FM faced with the end o'
it's current lease. Infinity carefully
weighed its options and decided to
consolidate its broac cast
cross-town sister stat on KRTH-FM
Faced with this move KROt.-FM hac
to decide on a technology platfom-
for the new studios. :mace the

decision to consolicale facilities, In-
finity Broadcasting Cornoratior
moved KROQ from its lo:ation it
Burbank,CA,to an e.esting `K -Earth'
facility in The City cif _.os Pngeles.

With an on -air data sche thiled foe
September 2001, KFCQ's engineers
began modification of the existing K -
Earth facility in the simmer of 2001

Installation Specs
Two 24 -fader VADIS DC II contra surfaces
Two 12 -fader VADIS DC II contoo surf -ices
Twelve VADIS 880 tames

MOW
DIGITAL

678-966-9900  678-966-91(13 fa.-
ussales@klotzdigital.com  www.krazdigitaLcom

and with tat modification came the
decision tc switch from analog todigtal.

"We knew we wanted to take the
digital route Setting up in the beginr ing
I think WE sp ent a lot of time eva ua-ing
what systems we would put into :his
radio statior :said Scott Mason,Director
of Engineering/West Coast for Intl -iffy
Broadcasting Corporation. "We had
looked at our New York stations and
thoughtycit know, NewYork is a tc ugh
market it ttis country and the di ital
system they chose (KLOTZ) seems to
be working for. them. It seems to hive
the functicnality that we need-hence
we pretty much made our initial deci-
sion to go wi:h the equipment based on
that and tie fact that it made be:ter
financial sane"

Adds Lynr Duke, Chief Engir eer of
KROQ,"Wl- a KROQ had was a xich
of older analog equipment but wt.en
the opportu city came along to mcrve,
we couldn't really justify buildir g a
brand new analog facility in the rar
2001, and the Klotz platform al lowec us
an affordabb way to move to digital"

KROQ's a:Ldios, which consist of two
on -air stud cs and two production !tu-
dios-one cf which doubles as a live
on -air peib-mance room-are faced
with some unique challenges posed by

KROQ's Studio R doubles as a
production studio and Ihe music
performance on -air studio.

its cutting edge programming. "The
demands on the systen- in our air -
studio are a combination of what you
would see in a talk station and also in
a music station,"said Duke. Although
primarily a music stall KROQ's
Kevin and Bean mornin.gshow incor-
porates elements simila n those of a
fast paced news/talk s:atic n. Live tele-
phone talk, video links and a host
statoned in Seattle,WA,Innsform the
morning show into a d alviive remote.
`Because it has all the ta ?pings and
complications of being a talk station
everything has to be in pbce and we
st.1I have to be able to pla? music and
do that as though we wera'ust a music
station. It's a very busy cperation in
there!" Klotz DigitarsVADS AudioMe-
dia platform provided t -.e solution
with two 24 -channel DC (control sur-
faces for the on-airstudic s and two 16 -
channel DCII control su-faces in pro-
duction all networked t.:. 12 VADIS
frames, providing KR0',;,!'s crew with
the resources needed t) meet their
daily demands.
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"We knew we wanted to go the digital route. Sc when conside-ing cos- and functionclity...
we really made the best financic I decision." - Stott Masor

Let's faze it.. Scott Mason and Lynn Duce weren t born yesterday.

They lave -3 make decisions tnat o-otec the 1-terests of their

MUYIZ company, their racio sta-ion ono thei- employees.
The KLOTZ DIGITAL AudioMed° Pkttform for broadcast.

Recefinir g broadcast engineerinc and delivering value to
broadcasters around the globe.

DIGITAL Call or visit Ls on the web today -c discover the possibilities.

5875 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., #340, Norcross, Georgic 30092 Tel: 6'8-966-99)) Fax: 578-966-9903
ussales@klotzdigital.com wlaw.kotzdigital.com

Holiday Inn Media Center, Burbank, California
August Ind. 2002. Call for details.
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A look at arbitrated loop
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Ly Y.

FC-AL

ast month, I wrote about Fibre Channel
technology, which establishes direct con-
nections through the use of either a point -

t, loop or fabric -based interconnec-
eme.

Originally designed as a point-to-point
networking technology using fiber-optic
media, the development of Fibre Channel
started in 1988 and became a standard in
1994. Unlike Ethernet topologies that re-
quire devices to share a common path,
Fibre Channel topologies establish direct
paths between devices allowing perfor-
mance only limited by the speed of the
connected devices. In addition to SCSI,
Fibre -Channel can provide transport fora

SSA

Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop or FC-AL has garnered the
most interest and acceptance within the industry, primarily
due to added support of copper -based media and multi -
drop rings containing several devices.

Configurations
The FC-AL network can be set up in two possible config-

urations: daisy -chained (loop) or through a hub. In the
daisy -chain configuration, the transmit port of one device
is connected to the receive port of the next device in the
chain. Due to the shared nature of loop topologies, only one
device may send data at any time. Access to the loop is
determined by winning an arbitration to become the loop
master. Configuring FC-AL in a loop topology presents
several limits to the performance of the network because
performance is affected by the number of devices attached

to the loop. The ability to make changes to the
network is limited because the addition or re-
moval of new devices or segments within a loop

the entire loop.
The most common topology used in the de-

ployment of FC-AL uses a hub that forms a
physical star interconnection. If a loop or non -
responding device appears, the FC-AL hub will

A, X and Y represent subsets of the drives in each system. FC-AL allows the adminis-
trator to isolate any drive from either controller (C or B). FC-Al. can also maintain
communications with any drive in the event of a failure.

number of protocols including IF,' ATM
and 802.2 (Ethernet).

Fibre -Channel can use one of three topol-
ogies: point-to-point, cross -point and arbi-
trated loop. The point-to-point topology,
while the least flexible solution because it
is limited to the connection of only two
nodes, is useful for connecting a single
server to single disk array. Using a series of
interconnected intelligent switches, the
cross -point topology provides the highest
level of performance and scalability. Sim-
ilar to the way modern telephone switch-
ing centers can route a call anywhere in the
world based on a unique telephone num-
ber, a switching core called the fabric pro-
vides direct connections between the ports
of two attached devices through one or a
series of cascaded switches. Adding switch-
es to a cross -point Fibre Channel network
increases its performance because each
switch provides additional paths.

bypass the failure, thus maintaining the opera-
tional integrity of the network. The simplest hubs
provide only a means to bypass ports not at-
tached to the loop, while the more advanced

devices feature a wide range of management options that
can automatically sense, correct and report problems to
the network administrator, as well as providing tools to
monitor and configure devices remotely.

Fibre Channel was originally developed as a means to
separate network servers and disk -drive arrays without
sacrificing performance. Storage specific interfaces, such a
the Serial Storage Architecture (SSA) and the newerimple-
mentations of the SCSI standard, are still used extensively;
however, Fiber Channel and especially FC-AL are faster,
allow greater distance between devices and permit the
ability to hot -swap devices without network interruptions.

Now fast is FC-AL?
Inside a PC is a myriad of ribbon cables used to connect

the disk drives to the PC's disk drive controller.The majority
of PCs use a disk drive interface based on the IDE or SCSI
standard. Ribbon cables are required because these inter-
faces transferseveral lines of data overthe individual wires
simultaneously or in parallel. On the surface, it may seem
that this would present the fastest method to move com-
plex data,but for parallel transmission to work properly,all
of the signals at the far end of the cable must arrive at the
same time. Because the characteristics of each wire in that
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Switchertools BROADCASTtools
bmovaiove Problem Solving for BroadtuAl

over excellent sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures, serial remote control capabilities, and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 12.4
Active audio switcher/router with 12
stereo inputs and four stereo outputs.

SS 8.2
Active audio switcher with eight
stereo inputs, two stereo plus two
mono outputs.

16x2
The 16x2, Sixteen input, Dual Output
Stereo Switcher/Router passively
switches or routes any one of 16 stereo
inputs to either or both stereo outputs
or vise -versa through gold contact relays.

SS 12.4

ntl

8x2
Active audio switcher with eight
stereo inputs, two stereo plus two
mono outputs.

16x1
Passive switcher/router with 16 stereo
inputs and one stereo output, or vice -
versa.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital

inputs to three common outputs.

6x1
Passive switcher/router with six
stereo inputs and one stereo output,
or vice -versa.

SM4
Stereo mixer with six stereo inputs,
a stereo output, and front panel
on/off switches.

3x2
Active audio switcher w th three stereo
inputs and two stereo outputs.

d1111114.1.1111111111111

ot/

SS 3.1
Passive switcher/router with three
stereo inputs and one stereo output
or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switcher/router with two
composite audio, video, or AES/EBU
inputs to two composite video, or
AES/EBU outputs, or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switcher/router with two
stereo inputs and one stereo output
or vice -versa.

 
16x2

NEL1111111111111110
8x1 DAS
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Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locatio
eb: www broadcasttoois com  email support or t I . n .

sou

Introducing "Sound Cho
Flu ikre,' new from Ma
:ysterni, Inc. the manufacturer
-hr 3eEt in Sound Furniture. Sou

cite Furniture is high quail
3 s-udio furniture. featuring th

rte 110 quality construction
ine-tod3 and materials found in

Mager Systems, Inc. custom
lurniture All "Sound Choice
Furl turn" includes solid surface
scunterops. The standard color is

rmy gray for the solid surface top
t a medium speckled gray on the

'tinets (see photos). Call today to
bow SJund Choice Furniture will

- efk !our studio.

stock sturr
The Besi

*As shown.
excluding Console

Guest Top

ICE FURNITURE
furniture from the manutacturers of

ustom Studio Furniture

The Beet in Bound Furretur,e

MASER TEL: 623-780-0045 
www.magersystems.com  mager@gersystems.com

Visit out w?bsite for more information

-9860

SYSTEMS

Sound Choice Furniture
offer these Fine

Standard Features:
 Solid Surface Tops
 1-1/2" thick 19 -ply plywood
cabinet construction

 13 -ply Finland Birch access
panels
No Particle Board or
melamine
10 -year Limited Warranty
Reversible Punch Block
cabinet
Modular - Many
Configurations, add-ons and
colors available

 Built in ventilation
 Fast Installation - No cabinet
assembly
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Networks

1
Ca0

CD-=

IDE

r -

Ultra Wide SCSI

Ultra2 LVD SCSI

6/, 6MB/s

40MB/s

125m using more

expensive high -voltage

dufterential termmatum

BOMB/s

lm

1.5m

12m

4 per controller Possible but rare

Yes

Yes

Yes,

with independent attachment

to multiple servers

Figure 1. A comparison of Fihre Channel with other established data
storage technologies.

Fibre Channel
100MB/s

1200MB/s with full-duplexl

3I1rn over copper,

50)0 over multinoce fibre,
106m over single-n(1e fibre

15 per controller

15 per controller

127 per arbitrated loop

I

cable may be different, signals can pass at different
speeds, particularly if that ribbon cable is pinched
or damaged.To make sure all of the data arrives
properly, the controller waits to receive the data for
each line, thus requiring it to operate slower by
default. In contrast, interfaces such as FC-AL and
SSA are based on a serial data communications
method where data is transferred over a single
media,such as a pair of copper wires or fiber-optic
media. The speed is limited only by the type of
media used.

Presently FC-AL supports a maximum data rate
of 106.4MB/s per port. It is possible to
assign a second port to each connection
that allows for that data rate in both direc-
tions simultaneously (full duplex), thus
increasing data throughput to more than
200MB/s. In comparison, the fastest data
transferspeed offered in current or future
versions of the SCSI standard is 160MB/s.
SSA operates at a maximum throughput
of about 40MB/s.

Asa practical matter,the capable through-
put of either interface is far in excess of
what the highest performing disk drives
currently available can achieve.

Known throughout the world as the best
performinc, most reliable FM transmitter.

GRATED DEFENSE

800. /3:3.5011 www.contelec.com

Cable distance limitations
Transferring data (or RF for that matter)

over copper wire can present a challenge,
particularly as the bandwidth and frequen-
cy of the signal increases. Factors such as
signal losses and cross talk between wiring
limit the cables ability to carry signals over
long distances.

FC-AL can operate over copper wire
connections of as far as 30m; however,
distances of as far as 10km can be achieved
with fiber-optic cabling. The maximum
distance recommended for current ver-
sions of SCSI is 25m and 680m for SSA using
fiber-optic cabling.

In FC-AL networks, any number of drives
can be added and removed provided the
maximum number of devices does not
exceed 128. It is possible to cascade mul-
tiple FC-AL loops that could support as
many as 16 million devices. Figure 1 com-
pares several common formats.

FC-AL clearly makes sense for those in-
stances where there is a need to provide
fast and reliable access to external arrays
of disk drives as is typical for digital broad-
cast storage/playback systems.

McNamara, BE Radio's consultant on com-
puter technology, is president of Applied Wire-
less Inc., New Market, MD.

The Networks articles have been approved by
the SBE Certification Committee as study ma-
terial that may assist your preparation for the
SBE CBNT exam.
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FM Transmitters
All Power levels 20 watts to 30,000 watts

100% Solid State or Grounded Grid

Grounded Grid
Models Feature
 Solid State High

Performance Exciter
 Solid State Driver
 Ease of Installation
 Fast Delivery
 Motor Driven Tuning
 Complete Front Panel

Metering
 Low Pass Filter
 Soft Start Up
 Cost Effective Pricing
 Financing Available
 LED Read out on front

panel shows operating
parameters

Solid State FM Transmitters
Featuring the latest Cold Mos fett Design

Models range from 20 watts to 10,000 watts

20 watt Exciter 850.00
100 watt Transmitter 2,000.00
250 watt Transmitter 3,000.00
350 watt Stereo Transmitter 3,500.00
500 watt Transmitter 4,000.00

1,000 watt Transmitter 7,000.00
Many other models to choose from

Transmissions Line
Superior Broadcast Products offers a wide
range of transmission line and accessories

'/2 inch Foam Coax as low as $1.40 per foot
7/8 inch Foam Coax as low as $3.50 per foot

1 5/8 inch Foam Coax as low as $8.50 per foot
2 1/4 inch Foam Coax as low as $12.00 per foot

Call for prices on other sizes

High Performance Digitally Synthesized FM Exciter

n111111i-fr
1 111{

1--
J

Studio to Transmitter Link
Frequency Agile Composite
Transmitter and Receiver

1

11111111111111111111111

NMI

r 0

Both Transmitter and Receiver $3,500.00
Transmitter Receiver
10 watt output Active band pass filter
Stereo or Mono Full Metering
Full Metering Fast Delivery
Two SCA inputs Two SCA outputs

One year limited warranty

FM Antennas
Power Levels from 500 to 20,000 watts per bay

One bay
Two bay
Four bay
Six bay

500 watt input 495.00
500 watt input 1,200.00
2,000 watt input 1,990.00
3,000 watt input 3,500.00

Broadband Medium Power
Two bay 3,000 watt input 2,400.00
Three bay 3,000 watt input 3,400.00
Three bay 10,000 watt input 4,000.00
Four bay 3,000 watt input 4,400.00
Four bay 10,000 watt input 4,800.00
Six bay 3,000 watt input 6,250.00
Six bay 10,000 watt input 7,000.00
Eight bay 10,000 watt input 9,500.00

Many other models and power levels

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, TX 75248
Ph. 800/279-3326  Fax 800/644-5958 972/473-2577



FCC Update

Broadcast auxiliary "purge"
B1 Harry Martin

n May the FCC announced that it is purging
its files of 9,000 or more unidentified broad-
cast auxiliary licenses, including micro-
wave STL facilities, remote pick-ups and
inter -city relay stations. The FCC cannot
match these 9,000 licenses with the main
stations that operate them.

Most of the problem has been created by
haphazard record keeping by the FCC.
When main stations were sold, auxiliaries
often remained in the names of the selling
entities, many of which ceased corporate
existence. Also, the call signs of main sta-
tions have changed, often several times,
with no record being maintained of the
auxiliaries that were affected.Then, when
the FCC entered its auxiliary station data-
base into the Universal Licensing System
(UIS), all of the incorrect license data were
entered into the system with no regard for
the accuracy of main station call signs or
licensee names. As a result, thousands of
auxiliary licenses, although still in use, are
not associated with main stations in the
FCC's data systems. The Commission's so-
lution is to rid its records of all licenses not
claimed by July 1. Licensees must act
quickly,or these licenses will be cancelled.

The best way to make sure your auxiliary
licenses are not caught in the purge is by
following the instructions in the FCC's May
10, 2002, Pubic Notice, DA 02-1094, which
can be accessed at www.fcc.gov on the
Wireless Bureau's Web page under "Head-
line Archive"

Pirates may walk plank
A federal court has agreed to again hear

arguments about the constitutionality of
the FCC rule forbidding pirate broadcast-
ers from applying for LPFM radio licenses.

In February, a three -judge panel of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Colum-
bia invalidated the provision of the Radio
Broadcasting Preservation Act of 2000 that
prohibits anyone who has engaged in
unlicensed radio broadcasting from ap-
plying for a low -power FM radio license.
The Court deemed this characterqualifica-
tion provision unconstitutional under the

First Amendment and the equal protection clause of the Fifth
Amendment, because it targeted only unlicensed broad-
casters but not other types of rule breakers-and because
it failed to consider waivers for pirates who pled ignorance
of the rules or renounced their pirate ways and tried to bring
their operations into compliance with FCC rules.

The FCC persuaded the Court to rehear the February
ruling en banc (by all eight judges of the D.C.Circuit Court
of Appeals) by arguing that the decision "blesses a wholly
unwarranted judicial intrusion into Congress's domain."
According to the Commission, the Court improperly over-
stepped the boundary between itself and Congress by
finding that additional persons should have been covered
or excluded under the provision, which was promulgated
as an amendment to the FCC's LPFM rules.

The order granting review en banc vacated the three -judge
February judgment,which in effect breathes life back into the
prohibition against pirates owning LPFM stations. That does
not mean pirates-turned-LPFM-applicants are likely to get an
opportunity to file LPFM applications before the case is
reheard; the FCC has not scheduled a new LPFM filing
window. Nor is this judicial activity likely to slow down the
LPFM service. On May23, 2002, the Commission issued a cut-
off list of nearly 200 LPFM applications that are ready for
processing. In a footnote to the cut-off list, the FCC noted that
its determination that the listed applications are all"accept-
able" is not"the result of the staff taking adverse action with
respect to a conflicting LPFM application that failed to satisfy
the Commission rules regarding [pirates]"-in other words,
the Commission seems to be confident that the cut-off list
does not include any pirates or potential pirates.

Streamers' hopes dashed
A June 20 ruling by the Librarian of Congress, which has

ultimate authority for administering U.S. copyright laws,
dashed the hopes of Internet radio stations by requiring
webcasters to pay substantial royalty fees to record com-
panies. The new rates for Internet -only webcasts were
reduced from the previously approved 0.14 cents per song
per listener to 0.07 cents.The rate for broadcasters stream-
ing their signals on the Internet will remain at 0.07 cents.!

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

ateline:
Renewal applications will be due for all stations in

iftWashington D.C., Maryland,Virginia and WestVirginia
"in June 1, 2003. For stations in these locations, pre -filing

public notices will have to be broadcast beginning
March 1 2003. This will begin the next renewal cycle,
which will extend through 2006.
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Audible Affidavit

Backaround Recorder

cid

Ai
Mo-iforing

iMediaLogger hlpr)

definition: The most complete, affordable, and easy -to -use
automated audio -ecording solution available.

iMediaLogger frees you from the costly
maintenance of conventional and outdated
equipment used for logging, recording, and
skimming including reel to reel, DAT, and VCR recorders with a
single cc mputer workstation.

This awa-d-winning product, allows you simultaneously record
multiple oandwidth and compression formats including MP2,
MP3, Window Media Audio, Real Audio, PCM, and ADPCM.

Comple-ely scalable, MedicLogger allows you to record up to
16 monc or stereo audio souces on one computer and includes
several convenient features including a built in web browser
interface to access your recordings anytime, from anywhere.

The next time you need to log, skim, or record, save yourself
-and your station- plenty of time, money and headaches. With
iMediaLogger, you will never have to change a tape again.

To learn more about iMedia Logger, visit:

t vAomd o

www.omt.ret or call 1-888-665-0501

,rrJ it;frit' ir:r: r[:11 ifl(f P-71

One Size fits 311 nodular design

Assembles coact. ly & easily in minutes

Highest quali:y laminates & wood

World famous Modulux cabinetry

In -stock for immediate delivery

The Modulux Flex -Studio is a complete
modular stJclio package That can )e
ccnfigured in dozers of differert ways
to meet nearly any 3-udio design It c:an

be assembled left cr right handec as well
as n all of cur standard configuration,;: 'Short L,-Long
L,' and tnbalaiced J.' Far sJpeior to custom cabir etry, Modulux
engineered stuc io systems are precision factory mass manufactured.

st-ength. durability and aopearance are all improved over custom
built cabinets.

Arrakis Systems inc.
Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems.com

t
hiu,k
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A successful talk radio format

requires a good host, but it

also needs the right tools.

By Tom Atkins

Whether it's- sports,nows or genetal talk,a,1 t iat jabber pt-esents
some intE resting challenges to the engineer responsible for
maintaining a good and intelligible sound. Some of the m pre

common probluis have easily obtainable solutio n.s in the talk rail°
venue. A station'ssound is its signature, and a fcrmet based on :he
most versatile in3trument-the human vobe-p-esents its c.,vn
challenges to maktain the quality so Ind with a vaiety of vc ices.

The first component of the signal chain is the microphon2.This
single piece of eiiipmen: can make the moci difference in obtain-
ing a quality sound. Ore commor probleoi is that the more
microphones tha: are open in a room, the water the charce for
unwanted sound ueflectiols from walk, windows. tables and c hairs.
When combined these reflections create a 1- olbw sound that
sounds like the p-ogram s being produced from the bottom cf a
well.This problems is amplified by guests that speak softly and ;it too
far from the mic. Acoustic treatment c in helpmeuc e the unwanted
reflections, but tt is approach doesn't eliminate t ie problem. In
reality, a perfect acoustic room is not practica. 07 economically
feasible. Educatip i is the first line of defense fcr poormic technique.
This is accomplished by taving a good card oid mac, flexible rale
booms and wet educated talk show hosts End prpdAcers.

www.bera lio con



ART AND ENGINEERING COME TOGETHER...

iVE
STUDIO

OWTI/DNS

XACT Internet Radio Netv.cik
Production B

Traditional
and Internet
Broadcast Studio
System Design
and Installation.

10600 West 50th Avenue ff5, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303)425-5004 fax: (303)425-5005

www.creativestudiosolutions.com

a
1

I1IM M
BROADCAST ENGINEERING

ThP Call Screener fn- i"
Discover what it can do

for your talk shows!

Ccnirol your studio 'elm or Gentner
phone system from anywhere in
the world!*

Receive screeniig/phon !lotus
from anywhere in tFe world!.

Clear, easy to read 'creens

Rel able & easy to us:!

Tall. Show Host frieudlj!

L7'

 With a TCP/IP connection

One -titre (Forge...no yearly fees!

Site liceoses available.

Group 8 Network )ricing! Affordable!

The Call Screener for Windows
Far more info, prici ig and a free demo,

log on to vvvvw.thesoftware.«
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A directional micro-
phone can reduce the
unwanted reflections
by attenuating the

sounds coming from of -axis sources. While a tight
directional pattern can be used, guests that are not
comfortable on a microphone may accidentally
move outside the mic's pickup area. The trade-off
is to install mics with looser patterns for
the guests, followed by instruction of
basic mic technique.

One weapon in reducing the well -like
sound is an automatic microphone mixer.
The Shure FP410 or SCM810 are two exam-
ples. These mixers will attenuate micro-
phones not being used and are highly
transparent. When set up properly,the hol-
low sound is minimized if not completely
eliminated. The SCM810 also has a micro-
phone mute connection for each input,
which is useful as a cough switch. The
mixer is initially set and rarely needs adjust-
ment no matter what type of guest speaker
you have. There are rare occasions where
guests do not have good mic technique at
all. However,even in these circumstances,
the resulting audio with the automatic mixer
is still far superior than without. Models

such as the FP410 are ideal for remote talk shows. Because it uses
a noise -adaptive threshold, it takes into account constant room
noise and only turns on the microphone spoken into and does not
randomly turn on channels with room noise. This also reduces
feedback on a PA system used at a remote location.

Microphone processing,when used properly,can help achieve a
good overall sound. We tend to use one compressor/equalizer
combination for all the microphones instead of the traditional one

Producing a talk show from the road is now a simpler task thanks to POTS
and ISDN codecs and their associated data channels. Here, the Carey
Brothers of On the House and their guest Dom DeLuise use a Comrex Envoy.

NTI New Solmd Generation
...Would like to welcome the newest member of the Minstruments family,

the Digilyzer DL1

9 Itia111\W
any purchase

of a DL1, receive a 5150.00

oiiet
applies to purchases

rebate',madeour North. American Office only

otter yalicl
until September 1st, 2002throu,

Everyone needs a good listener.
The Digilyzer DL1 handles virtually all digital audio formats including ADAT
up to 96 kHz sampling rate. The DL1 brings simple and irtuitive ope-atons
to monitor, analyze and troubleshoot any digital signal.

Please look us up at: Neutnk Test Instruments (NTI), 3520 Griffith St., St -Laurent, PQ, Canada, HAT 1A7
Tel. (514) 344 5220  Toll free: 800 661 6388  canada@nt-instruments.com  www.nt-instrumen:s.:om

AUDIO METERING PRODUCTS

VIIM 2 8118-4 00

VIIM 2M S1488.00

lI 3r4
I

..41.A1 METER mOmTOP SE,

VUM-29118 $1709 00

vuM0PaToP 4m0

VIIM $1966.00

ArvulMTER SET

VIM 2 $141100

VP114-4

I 1 I

$1990 00

MEN

RAM

PP1642he 51586 00

Mot PPM M'-7114.1 440,4,0R SET

PPM-2MS $1064 00

-- H

"Duo, PPOMKPROR
m0.471:0

PPM -4 $2170 00U U
PSM,S $118100

NMI=

VPM-414

I. I 1 MPS
$716500

BROADCAST MANUFACTURING. INC

USA www.ramsyscom.com CANADA
347 487 7575 705 722 4425
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Call screening software provides detail
information about the callers and also
supplies a quick communications path
between host and producer.

processor per microphone method. A sub -
mix of the microphones is passed through
the processor. With an automatic mic mix-
er,the processor can be placed directly on
its output. Depending on a station's config-
uration, it may be possible to route the mics
into their own mix bus and process through
a patch point or via a return feed. This
sounds like a long path for the audio to
travel but the results will prove to be satis-
factory. When using multiple microphone
processors, particularly in a small space,
the unused microphones can increase the
gain of the unwanted,indirect sound. With
multiple open mics, this can quickly result
in the hollow sound I mentioned earlier.
Setting a gate or expansion threshold on
the processor can reduce oreliminate this,
but it may need to beset at a level that while
high enough to eliminate the hollow effect,
it may produce unwanted effects when the
mic is in use. Soft-spoken people sound
like their syllables are being clipped. This
problem is eliminated with one compres-
sor. There are many good processors on
the market, and it will depend on the sound
you and the station are trying to achieve as
to which one will be right for your station.

Go to the phones
On the otherside of the talk -radio conver-

sation is the caller. Although your budget
will determine what type of telephone
hybrid you use, a top -of -the -line one offers
digital signal processing, auto nulling, a
gain -controlled caller output, caller equal-
ization, and a variable, full-duplex/half-
duplex control. The typical talk format
spends about 40 minutes per hour talking
with callers. This can easily justify the ex-
pense of a quality hybrid. The DSP hybrid
can achieve superior send -audio rejec-
tion, making the caller audio cleaner with-
out the talk show host audio sounding like
it has been phase -shifted and flanged. A

consistent caller output level is critical in a good -
sounding talk show If you think of all the different
types of phones there are and the paths they take
to get to the station, it is easy to see why the caller
level can vary so much. If anything, the consistent
level of audio from the caller will relieve the show's
producer from having to adjust the caller audio for
every call. Although equalization controls for the
caller audio may seem superfluous, it can help if
you have especially noisy lines at your station.
Don't bother hying to obtain full-fidelitysound from

Easy As

11.1.n.RTI can make your next remo-_.e broadcast a breeze.
With products designed and produced with
cutting edge technology at a MARTI price.

M111411U.U1
uuuu liba

STL-20C
The easy to tune STL-20C

delivers more power,
refability and better cooling.

MARTI'

DIGITAL CELLCAST
The digital version of our popular Cellcast
transmitter is the easiest to use -lighter,
more rugged and capable of remote
breadcasang from virtually anyw acre in
the worla. Just turn it on and go

*1.1.111

SRPT-40A
The SRPT-40A is highly reliable
And feature packed. Now, the
exact frequency can be dialed in
From the front panel, from 430
MHz through 480 MHz, making it
easier than ever to use. Other fre-
quency bands available in 2002.

www.martielectronics corn

817-735-8134
x.)20[2 Broadcast Electronics, Inc. MARTI is a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics, Inc. - 302 BER
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Radio Promotes. Radio Provides.

98.1KKFM 98.1KKFM

Radio h4s1Power.

The NAB Radio Show Keynote
Friday, September 13

Sponsored by:

Bill O'Reilly
Host. The Radio Factor with Bill O'Reilly

tWESTWOOD ONE))

Radio Luncheon
Saturday, September 14

NAB National Radio Award Recipient
Dick Ferguson
Vice President/Co-COO, Cox Radio, Inc

Sponsored by:

ASCAP
wink! MUSIC PWINS

September 12-14,2002 Seattle, WA
Washington State Convention and Trade Center

The power of new ideas. The power of cutting -edge sales
strategies. The power of making the right contacts at exactly

the right time. This is the degree of power that we've
harnessed for you this September at The NAB Radio Show.

See You in Seattle!

Special 2 -for -1 NAB Member Registration Offer!
Find out more by visiting www.nab.org/conventions/radioshow

THE NAB

Wow
www.nab.org/conventions/radioshow



 rience the Power of The NAB Radio Show Technical Workshops
iNorkshors are included with your Full Conference Registration. To recistw. go to www-ra6.org/corventionsiradioshow

attending The NAB Radio Show Technical Workshops will receive a certjicate signifying attendance Your attendance will be suitable for SBE re -certification credit

onference sessions are subject to change. For up-to-date in formatlyr visit www nab :.td/conyenicons/radioshow

Antenna ;edification Workshop
T lu r. c ay, September 12.8 00 am -4:00 pm

 A Segment Presenters-Ronald Rackley, duTreil.

L r r in & Rackley, Inc Benjamin Dawson,

H. eld & Dawson

Segment Presenters-Tom Silliman, ERI Inc.:

Surette. Shively Labs

nnual workshop, updated for 2002 focuses
antennas-AM and FM- addressing operation

an aintenance from a practical perspective. If you

thi tuning and maintaning a broadcast antenna
systalr requires years of experience performing
"black. magic", th nk again! Let the experts show you

how -Jo easily troubleshoot antenna problems and,
importantly learn how to anticipate potential
e before it occurs.

Ronald Racklei,

AM/FM Antenna
Certification Workst op

Bell 'Z1111111 Dawson

AM/FM Antenna
Certification Workshop

Digital Radio Certfication Workshop
Friday, September 13. 9.00 am -4.00 pn

 Jeff Detweiler Btcadcast Technology
Manager, iBiquil

 Scott Stull, Direor of Broadcast Bisiness
Development, iBuwity

 Patrick Walsh Vice 'resident. Wire'e ss Data
Business Develoo -nent, iBiquity

 Tom Wroblewski _iicoln Mercury Er gineenng

 Glynn Walden. Vita President, Broadcast
Engineering, 131oLitor

If you are in Rabb you need to be thinking about
digital broadcasting. This workshop will feature
updates on 'BO: a -rd its benefits. tl e lilts and bolts
of IBOC implerErtitt on, and the la:est information
on how to go dig ta for minimal cos-.

Tom Silliman
Presenter

AM/FM Antenna
Certification Workshop

Boh Surette

AWPFM Antenna

Ceitiication Workshop

The NAB Radio Show Exhibitors A, (Lure 7 2002
Allb Acoustics
Angrew Corp
A tron
Anfistrong Transmitter

 NA Financial Ne-work. Inc
Broadcast Electanics. Inc
Burk Techno.ogr
CGA, Inc
Coaxial Dynami:s
CcmmunicationGraphics Inc
Computer Concepts Corp
Comrex Corp
Datet Digital Melia Systems
USA. Inc
Da"aworld
Dielectric Conurunicatioas
dMarc Networle

ENCO Systems. Inc
Energy-Onix
ERI-Electronics Research
FamilyNet
FirstCom Music Inc
Gepco International. Inc
Harris Corporation
!Nulty Digital Corp
IMAS Publishing
Inovonics. Inc
International Communications
Products. Inc
KD Kanopy Inc
Keystone Studio
Lake Soft
Logitek Electronic Systems
LPB Comm. Inc

Exhibiting Information: Tracy Mulligan, 202.429 5336

units -;y

AM/FM Transmitter Certification Workshop
Saturday. September 14 9:00 am -4:00 pm

 Instructor: John Bisset, Harris Corp.

How well do yoi understand your transmitter site?
If your background is computers or studios, and
you feel like the transmitter site is a black hole
some light will be shed on the subject at the
NAB's 7th Annual Transmitter Certification Workshop.

In addition to reviewing the basic building blocks of
transmitters, this workshop will help you hone your
troubleshooting skills as a variety of real -world

transmitter failures are discussed. A panel of experts

from the major transmitter manufacturers will be on
hand to discuss maintenance tips for their products.

Patrick Walsh
Presente-

Digital Radio
Certification Workshop

LR Frierprises
MarKetfon
Neva Professional Insurance
MEIMPfliOUCH

Miler. Kaplan. Arase
Moseley Associates. Inc
MUSICAM USA
Nato -z1 Weather Service
NaLlei Maine. Inc
NPR Satellite Services IFI
0M3
Orbanr,RL
pcvercold Music
3cl-eluting Software
Prinadia Business
Prcoegation Systems, kr.
Proonet Systems Innovations

Glynn Walden
Presenter

Digital Radio
Certiication Workshop

Radio & Records
Radio Express. Inc
RadioSoft
RCS

Reef Industries
Register Data Systems
RFS Broadcast

- Royal & SunAlliance
Rules Service Company

 S W R , Inc
 SCA Promotions

Scott Studios Corp
Shively Labs
Sierra Automated Systems
& Eng. Corp
Smoke and Mirrors LLC
SpaceCom Systems

Sponsorship Informa, on: Brad Williams, 202.775.3514

John Bisset

AM/FM Transmitter
Certification Workshop

Staco Energy
Products Company
Stardraw com
StreamingHand Service
Studer
Superior Electric
The Album Network
The Media Audit
Tieline America LLC
U.S.Air Force Advertising
U.S.Tape & Label
Valcom Limited
V -SOFT Communications
Wheatstone Corp.
Wicks Broadcast
Solutions. LLC



Portable Mast
Serves

tiple Veh
Complete line
of mast and

pan -and -tilts,
all applications

Allen Osborne Assoc., Inc.
Rapid Deployment Unit

 Extends up to 40 feet
 Easily clamps to the vehicle's gutter or

to a vehicle roof rack.
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the caller. Plain old tele-
phone service (POTS)
lines are capable e'
300Hz to 3kHz ban.

width.You can sometimes get a better response, but the typic
response is small. The best you can do is make what you a.
receiving sound better within the constraints of the telephor
company's bandwidth.The ability to adjust the hybrid from fu,
duplex to half -duplex or anywhere in between can help to
reduce unwanted noise from callers while the host is speaking.
A variable adjustment allows you to adjust the hybrid's ducking
response of the caller's audio from none to all the way. It will also
help when callers tend to be argumentative and the host needs
to maintain control of the show. The host can maintain a level
voice and easily override the caller.

For the best results when conferencing multiple phone calls,ur
separate hybrids. Most automatic nulling hybrids will adapt to tv
phone lines when they are paralleled as long as the call direck
issues a re -nulling command to the hybrid when the second lin
is combined with the first one. Mashing multiple lines togeth
works, but as more lines are added the overall fidelity become
worse. If multiple calls are taken at the same time, invest in the proper
tools and install multiple hybrids.

Seven steps
to better -sounding

talk shows
1. By doubling the distance from the source to mic you reduce

the audio level by one-half.
Keep this in mind when positioning mics and speakers to avoid
unwanted sound pickup and comb -filtering effects.

2. Avoid giving guests headphones.
Headphones tend to make guests speak more softly and focus on
the sound of the voices instead of focusing on what is being said.

3. Install a telephone speaker in the talk studio.
The speaker's level can be set to introduce minimal bleed into
the open microphones, but still provide a suitable level for
guests to hear the callers.

4. Provide a separate headphone feed for the host and guests.
If the guests are given headphones, do not provide the same
feed that the host receives. The host headphones can be
supplied with communications from the show producer with-
out distracting the guests.

5. Maintain clean site lines.
If guests are made to feel comfortable, they will speak more
freely and openly. Visual clutter from too many mic booms,
monitors and other equipment makes them feel closed in.

6. Instruct everyone about proper mic technique.
Experienced hosts should already know this, but a refresher
usually helps. Don't inundate guests with too much informa-
tion; give just enough to keep them on mic.

7. Solve acoustic problems acoustically.
Mic placement and technique are the first step in good sound.
Avoid the trap of installing more electronics to overcome an
acoustic problem. For example, instead of filtering the air
conditioner rumble it should be eliminated at the source. 
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The host position should have clear sight
lines to the guests, call screener display
and the show producer.

It should be second nature for people in
the communications business to commu-
nicate and communicate well. All too of-
ten, communication to the talk show host
is sacrificed. This is a crucial part of the talk
show equation. First, some form of call
screener software should be employed.
This can be as simple as two computers
linked via the RS232 ports running a termi-
nal emulator, to a full-blown network sys-
tem running commercially written call -
screening software. Call Screener for Win-
dows from Condron Broadcast Engineer-
ing and Assistant Producer from Telos
Systems are two call-screener programs.
The software communicates with the call
director to show which lines are on hold,
which lines are on -air and which lines are
inactive at the moment. Most software pack-
ages are made to run on a computer
network so the information entered into
the system is immediately available to the
talk show host. The networking can also be
accessed from a remote broadcast using
dial -up networking.

The second most important item in com-
municating with the talk show host is IFB.
Simple IFB systems can be constructed
using a relay that when activated by the
producer,interrupts the audio in one ear of
the host's headphones. Commercial stu-
dio intercom systems are available. Many
audio routers have the ability to function
as intercom/IFB systems as well. In our
configuration, the producer can talk to the
host whether he is in the studio or on a
remote. During a remote, the producersees
no operational change once the remote
site dials in to the IFB through a POTS line.
Another benefit of using an intercom sys-
tem is that it is based on a cross -point
switcher and any one of the 32 intercom
stations can talk directly with the host.The
newsroom can now alert the host of late -
breaking items without leaving the room.

Talk radio is a format with a uniqueness

that is all its own. The timely delivery of information
is vital, and the communications between show
staff, listeners and the host are crucial. Out of the 40
or so minutes of talk each hour, any silence can be
deafening. Then it is up to the technical staff to
provide the tools so the conversation can continue
effortlessly and without interruption. Hopefully these
tips and techniques will keep your talk station from
experiencing silence for some time to come. I
Tom Atkins is director of engineering for Entercom
Communications, Buffalo, NY.
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By Ron Bartlebaugh, CBNT

The spirit of the live radio variety shows that
were so popular in the 30's and 40's is
captured in the WCLV production. This photo,
from the collection of Larry Kass, shows Ruth
Elting, a popular radio singer of the 30's as
she sings into a microphone that is now part
of the John Milton Williams Museum.

July 2002



he audience is seated.The actors are standing by and the Theater of the
Air Chorus is in place.The sound effects man is ready to go.The mighty
Wurlitzer pipe organ sits center stage beside its companion 1927 Steinway
Duo -Art grand piano. The curtain's going up. It's time for The Mighty

Wurlitzer Radio Hour program to originate live on WCLV-AM and FM from the home
of the John Milton Williams Museum of Radio Broadcasting History. Perhaps
America's only live musical variety program on the air takes audiences back to the

Golden Age of radio.
The radio program was the idea of WCLV President and long time radio voice of

the Cleveland Orchestra Robert Conrad, and accomplished physician and organist/
pianist Kass. Conrad has been involved in fine arts radio for several decades. Larry
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Kass started as a classical pianist at age five and
made his radio debut on an amateur show on
WSPD in Toledo, OH.At the age of 15, Kass was the
piano soloist with the Toledo Orchestra in Gersh-
win's Rhapsody in Blue.Cleveland's legendary radio

The Mighty Wurlitzer Hour takes to the airwaves.

Awe
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celebrity Wayne Mack, wrote and directed The Mighty Wurlitzer
Radio Hour programs for several years beginning in 1993. Mack's
radio career began in 1931 on WJAY in Cleveland. Over a period of
68 years, Mack wrote thousands of original radio scripts and
produced and directed local and national radio shows for WGAR

in Cleveland and also for the
Columbia Broadcasting System.
Professional actors, vocalists, in-
strumentalists and legendary an-
nouncers have been used on
The Mighty Wurlitzer Radio Hour
shows since 2001.

More than a dozen of the fast
moving programs, each contain-
ing more than 20 songs, were
taped before a live audience and
tape -delay aired on WCLV before
the show went live to air in Octo-
ber of 2001. Radio history was
then made in northern Ohio
whenThe MightyWurlitzer Radio
Hour played before a live studio
audience and was broadcast si-
multaneously over WCLV AM/
FM as well as on wwwwclv.com.
The program was a musical vari-

Two Shure SM81 mics are set up in an X -Y configuration to pick up
the chorus. An Electro-Voice RE -20 is mounted below the X -Y to
act as a middle flu and to pick up the actors' voices.

ety show that celebrated the Golden Age of Radio as part of the
dedication of the John Milton Williams Museum of Radio Broadcast-
ing History.The museum is an exhibition of rare microphones and
one of a kind memorabilia from the early days of radio broadcasting
through the Golden Age of Radio in the 1930s and 1940s. Each
show brings back memories of live radio in a high-class format that
includes classical music and the best of vintage American pop-
ular music by composers such as Irving Berlin, Cole Porter and
Glenn Miller. It is said that the program is the way radio was
intended to be. A second show has aired live since the October
2001 program and several more are planned.The show scheduled
for June 30 was to have a patriotic theme as it will air close to
Independence Day. The fall program,scheduled for October 6 at
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The Wurlitzer organ and Steinway piano
provide the instrumental accompaniment
during the performances.

3 p.m.,and the Christmas program,sched-
uled for December 15 at 7 p.m.,will each
contain a seasonal theme. All shows,
beginning with the October 2001 airing,
were or will be performed before a 100 -
person studio audience and broadcast
live over WCLV-AM/FM and online at
wwwwclv.com.

The Mighty Wurlitzer Theater pipe or-
gan's life began in 1928 as it entertained the
opening night audience at the opulent
Plaza Theater in Kansas City MO. Even
though the organ remained in nearly pris-
tine condition over the years, it was re-
stored starting in 1965 and finished in 1987
by Ronald Wehmeier of Cincinnati. Kass,
and architect -wife Sara, purchased the
organ in 1987 and subsequently had it
installed in their home in an area that was
specially created by Sara. The 1927 Stein-
way grand piano, which is positioned ad-
jacent to the organ console, was added in
1994 and can be played from each manual
and the pedal keyboard of the organ. The
Wurlitzer has two manuals and 19 ranks of
pipes. Its 1,315 pipes are contained in two
subterranean chambers that are 15 -feet
high and kept at 70 degrees F and 45
percent humidity to maintain proper tun-
ing of the organ. The sound of the organ
travels through swell shades located in the
floor above the chambers.The use of the
shades provides a quality acoustical align-
ment of the organ sound. The opening and
closing of the swell shade's louvers deter-
mine the volume of the organ and are
controlled by the organ's pedals. A rare1927
Wurlitzer vibraphone is located between
the organ console and the swell shades
and can be frequently heard blending
with the wide dynamic sounds of the
organ as it all transverses to the audience
through a specially designed acoustically
correct room. The organ has all of the
special sound effects that were used when
instruments of this type accompanied the

screening of silent movies. Some of those effects
include clanging bells, boat whistles, and automo-
bile horns. Other special effects include a bird
whistle, a fire bell, a quacking duck and a train
whistle. The chambers also contain many orches-
tral and percussion instruments that are played
from the organ's console.

Capturing the sound
Two AKG 225 microphones are located above

the swell shades in a spaced pair for miking the

When the judges at the NAB show, slapped
a Cool Stuff Award on our new RF Sentinel
auto -backup traismitter system, we said:
Vow."
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'No Dead Air' buttons on them.
(And they said: "Ow!")

But even eter the emergency first aid. they said we could keep
the Cool Stuff Award. Now that's cool.
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organ for broadcast.These microphones
were specifically chosen for use by Kass
because of their low frequency response
and capacity to reproduce the smooth
mellow mid range sounds of the organ.
Two Shure SM81 microphones are used
on the stage in a X -Y pair for middle fill of
the organ miking as well as for miking the
Theater of the Air Chorus. An Electro-
Voice RE -20 microphone is located be-
low the x -y pair for filling in the middle of
the X -Y pair as well as for miking the
actors. A Shure SM57 microphone is used
by the announcers. The Steinway grand
piano is miked by using two Audio Tech-
nica AT4031 microphones in a spaced
pair configuration that are located about
three feet from the piano.

No prerecorded sound effects are used
on the show. All sound effects used are
created by newly built replica of an old-

Announcer Jim Mehrling checks the script with Larry Kass.

Affordable Custom Automation!
a lot of companies are more than happy to sell you an automation system. most of the systems are very good. but
sometimes you need something small for a custom installation. you could do it yourself if you had the tools ..

Model ACU-1 Audio Control Unit
8 x 1 stereo switcher RS -232 controlled

sensor logic -level I/O
simple comma automatic level control

a. Sine Systems.
visit our web site for more information on our products

nashville, tennessee  615.228.3500 voice  615.227.2393 fax -on -demand  www.sinesystems.com

WCLV president Robert Conrad serves as
the program's host. Vintage mics from the
museum's collection are set up in front of
the performers for dramatic effect.
Conrad's actual mic is a Shure SM57,
which is visible behind his script.

time sound effects box complete with a
squeaky hinge, slamming door and a res-
onating chamber that is used to create a
knock on the door effect. Program engi-
neer James Patrick Murphy uses two Shure
SM57 microphones for miking the sound
effects box; one above, and one below the
box. Everything is close miked due to the
limited space of the room.

A Mackie 1604 16 -channel mixing con-
sole derives the mix that is fed to WCLV via
a Telos Zephyr ISDN codec. The program
is also recorded on multiple media for-
mats including mini -disc, hard drive and
DAT. Compressor -limiters are not used in
favor of manual gain riding. A pair of self -

powered JBL EM15 speakers mounted on
stands provide the public address system
for the audience.
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A taste of history
Many of the broadcast microphones are hidden be-

hind antique microphones from the on -site John Milton
Williams Museum of Radio Broadcasting History to
enhance the perceived effect of an old time radio theater.
The museum is just down the hall from the Mighty
Wurlitzer Radio Hour studio. Its collection was originally
part of a display within the NBC Exhibit Hall of the RCA
Pavilion at the 1939 NewYork World's Fair.The collection
was later rescued from demise by Joseph D'Agostino
and later entrusted to his close friend John Milton
Williams who was a successful
radio announcer, actor and a
collector of radio memorabilia.
Kass and his wife acquired the
entire collection in 1999.

One of the nearly two -dozen
microphones that are on display
is a circa 1930 Western Electric
condenser microphone with the
Columbia flag fixed to the long
dimension of the microphone.
Another is a telephone -type ring
microphone used by Dr. Frank
Conrad on 8XK (later becoming
KDKA) in 1919. Other items of
interest on display at the muse-
um are the original NBC chimes
that were used in 1922 at WGY,
Schenectady, NY.

Artifacts relating to early wire-
less communications and te-
legraphy that were collected by
D'Agostino and Williams are
also on display,including a rare
DeForest single wing Audion

tube circa 1927 that, as simple as it is by
today's standards, causes one to marvel
at the "new" technology of that era. A
Marconi valve circa 1915 sits proudly on
display in the museum as another mem-
ory of days long past.

Many of the same microphones that are
on display in the museum were once used
by actors and singers during the Golden
Days of radio on programs such as the
Atwater Kent Hour, The Eveready Hour
and The Lux Radio Theater. The singers
and actors on The Mighty Wurlitzer Radio
Hour perform in harmony with the heart
and soul of the Wurlitzer pipe organ to
bring life to the memories of those Golden
Days. It is a touch of days long past, but not
forgotten, thanks to The Mighty Wurlitzer
Radio Hour, America's only live musical
variety program on the air, and the John
Milton Williams Museum of Radio Broad-
casting History.
Bartlebaugh is director of engineering for the
WKSU stations, Kent, OH, and president of
Audio and Broadcast Specialists, Akron, OH.

More online
T3 listen to the Mighty Wurlitzer

Radio Hour online go to
www.wclv.com and click on
Archived Audio and then Specials.

You can also see more photos of
the Mighty Wurlitzer Radio Hour

accompanying this story online at
www.beradio.com.
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CZa-Award

"A mind once stretched by a new idea
never regains its original dimension."

Oliver Wendell Holmes

Through great ideas come great results. The early pioneers of
physics, acoustics, electronics and telephony forged their ideas
through innovative thought.The same is true today with individ-

uals who further the science of radio broadcasting.
The Innovator Award was created to recognize the individual

who has made an outstanding contribution to the radio broadcast
industry through the development, design and introduction of
technology that farther advances the science of radio broadcast-
ing.The recipient of the Innovator Award has shown unique vision
and understanding of the radio broadcast industry.This insight
has helped the recipient to develop products and services that
have shaped and continue to evolve the technology of radio
broadcast engineering.
The five people profiled on the following pages have been

nominated as candidates to receive the first BE Radio'''-'-'
Innovator Award. All of them have made important

nnovator
contributions to ra-

io broadcast engi-
neering. They repre-

Awa rcl sent the spirit of in-
genuity. These in-

dividuals have demonstrated exceptional creativity and inven-
tiveness in their work.
Their collective work spans the entire radio broadcast signal

chain, covering all aspects of capturing, storing, modifying and
transmitting sound to radio listeners. It is likely that you have
used a product 0- at was the result of the efforts of at least one if
not all of the nominees.

Please read the nominations on the next few pages and consider
the accomplishments of each of them. Consider the contributions
of each and how those contributions have augmented and pro-
pelled radio forward to the next level. Once you have considered
each nominee, please cast your vote.The results of the Innovator
Award will be announced at the NAB Radio Show in Seattle in
September and in the October issue of BE Radio.The nominees are
listed alphabetica .1y.

Send your vote to us at beradio@primediabusiness.com, use the
online ballot at www.beradio.com, or mail your vote to BE Radio
Innovator; 9800 Metcalf; Overland Park, KS 66212.

-Chtiss Scherer, editor
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Kevin Lockhart, CEO Prophet Systems Innovations
Ogallala, Nebraska

Accomplishments:
Kevin Lockhart is the founder and CEO of Prophet Systems Innovations, an Ogallala, Nebraska -based

company that produces digital automation systems for the broadcast and entertainment industries.
Lockhart was born in North Platte, NE, on October 12, 1962. He attended Ogallala Public Schools,

graduating in 1980. He studied business at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln. Lockhart was enlisted in
the U.S. Army from 1986 to 1989. serving as a helicopter crew chief and attaining the rank of E-4.

A member of a longtime broadcasting family,Lockhart literally grew up in the radio industry.Over the years,
he gained experience in all areas of the business, working as a disc jockey, sportscaster, engineering
technician, sales representative and manager. Lockhart's unique combination of radio experience and
technical expertise led to the creation of completely new technology. He is a pioneer in the digital era that

has changed the face of broadcasting.
In 1989,Lockhart's father,Ray Lockhart,was looking fora way to replace outmoded and unreliable analog equipment at the family's

radio stations in Nebraska and Colorado. Kevin Lockhart designed a system that stored audio directly on computer hard drive,and
Prophet Systems was born.

Since then,Kevin Lockhart has directed development of all broadcast products,which have included Audio Prophet,Audio Wizard,
Wizard For Windows, and NexGen Digital Broadcast. Prophet Systems broadcast systems are installed at 1,409 radio stations
worldwide. The company has grown from one -full time and one part-time employee to over 110 employees.

Prophet Systems' central file server concept, coupled with the deregulation of radio station ownership in 1996, established the company
as the leading digital automation provider in radio group consolidations. Capstar Broadcasting Group purchased Prophet Systems in
1998. Prophet Systems is now a division of Clear Channel. Users of Prophet Systems' technology include Rick Dees and Rush Limbaugh.
Awards, Honors and Distinctions:

Kevin Lockhart, 2001 Entrepreneur of the Year; Nebraska Center for Entrepreneurship
Prophet Systems Innovations, 2001 Outstanding Industry; Nebraska Diplomats, Dept. of Economic Development
Prophet Systems Innovations, 2001 Best Exhibit; International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions
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8Award
cz Geoffrey N. Mendenhall, RE., Vice President,

Advanced Product Development
Harris Broadcast Communications

Mason, Ohio
Accoplishments:m

Geoff Mendenhall has been involved with the design of broadcast equipment for more than 35
years. Mendenhall graduated from Georgia Institute of Technology with a degree in electrical
engineering. While at Georgia, Geoff designed, hand -built, and FCC type -accepted, WREK, the
institute's student FM station's 425W FM broadcast transmitter, kicking off his broadcast career.

As the broadcast industry's leading expert on FM transmission, Mendenhall has contributed
to improvements in the technical quality of FM broadcast transmitters for over 25 years. First
known for the development of the Harris MS -15 FM exciter in 1976, followed by the Broadcast

Electronics FX-30 in 1980, the BE FX-50 in 1989, the Harris DIGIT CD, all -digital FM exciter introduced in 1994 and most
recently the new Harris DEXSTAR IBOC exciter. Each of these exciters,in its own time,became the industrystandard.Today,
more than 10,000 FM exciters on the air worldwide, carry Geoff Mendenhall's design innovations.

Mendenhall has also had a major impact on the design of modern FM transmitter power amplifiers, including many
innovations in high -efficiency, high-power,single tube,RF amplifiers and solid-state RF driver systems. His work on high-

power amplifier input and output circuits have improved the bandwidth of FM transmitters significantly, making them
nearly transparent to the FM signal from the exciter.He more recently has pushed solid-state technology to the point were
a 10kW solid-state transmitter is now as affordable as a transmitter with older tube technology.

Some of his key contributions to the FM broadcast industry include the following:
 Introduced circuit enhancements such as the TCX0,dual-speed phase -locked loop, ultra -linear modulated oscillator,and
balanced composite baseband input to broadcast FM exciters.

 Brought the first totally digital FM exciter with digital audio input and uncompressed, 950MHz, digital STL to market.
 Technical papers and chapter contributions to broadcast texts.

Awards, Honors and Distinctions:
Recipient of the 1999 NAB Radio Engineering Achievement Award
Holder of four U.S. patents for broadcast equipment innovations
Registered Professional Engineer (Illinois)
Senior Member of IEEE
Association of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers (AFCCE)

Eugene Novacek, President ENCO Systems
Southfield, Michigan

Accomplishments. -

Eugene Novacek,PE.founded ENCO Systems in 1983,after completing his undergraduate and graduate work
in Engineering from MIT -The Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology,in Cambridge,Massachusetts.The 80's found
ENCO providing custom mission critical hardware and software applications to industrial manufacturing
facilities.ln 1992 ENCO introduced DAD486x,the pioneering graphical interface,hard drive and network -based
audio storage and automation system."DAD" received a Pick Hit award in 1993 from Broadcast Engineering
magazine. Gene has made presentations at several international, national and regional broadcast conferences
and is widely regarded as an expert in digital audio delivery systems for the broadcast industry.

Since 1992, Novacek and ENCO have been in the forefront of the growth of this industry segment. From
promoting the use of non-proprietary hardware to being a co-author of the Cart Chunk standard for audio

file transfer, to creating a programming language in an audio delivery product and redefining what it means to be responsive to
customer needs; Gene has led, and in some cases pushed, this industry segment. Gene remains committed to open standards and
communications between systems and utilizing customer requests to drive new development.

Gene continues to program and actively manage the day-to-day operations of ENCO Systems, Inc. in his hometown of Southfield,
Michigan and the new ENCO Systems, Ltd. Operation near London, England. He has assembled and maintains a team with the same
core values of excellence, responsiveness and attention to customer needs. Gene Novacek is an innovator, who has driven a large
amount of the digital hard drive storage improvements and innovations over the past decade.

Awards, Honors and Distinctions:
In 1993 DAD received the Pick Hit Award from Broadcast Engineering magazine.
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Robert Orban, Vice President and Chief Engineer
Orban/CRL

San Leandro, California
Accomplishments:

Robert Orban received the B.S.E.E. degree from Princeton University in 1967 and the M.S.E.E. degree from
Stanford University in 1968. In 1970, he founded Orban Associates originally as a manufacturer of studio
equipment. In 1975, Orban Associates introduced the original Optimod-FM 8000, which was the first in a long
line of innovative broadcast audio processors from the company. In addition to Optimod 8100,8100XT,9000,
and 9100,Orban also designed most of the studio products from the company, including a stereo enhancer
and variousspring reverbs, de-essers, and parametric equalizers. In 1989, Orban Associates, Inc. was acquired
by AKG Acoustics, which, in turn, acquired the assets of dbx Professional Products in 1991. After this

acquisition, Orban was heavily involved in the design of the dbx Project 1 processors, including compressors, a mic processor, and
a parametric equalizer. Several patents resulted from this work. Orban remains actively working for the successor company, Orban/
CRL, as Vice President (Chief Engineer). Orban was actively involved in the NRSC committee efforts that led to the NRSC-1 and NRSC-
2 standards forAM,and has continued his membership in the NRSC to the present day.He has published refereed papers and engineering
reports in the Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Journal of SMPTE, and Transportation Society of Automotive Engineers. He
has also been published extensively in Radio World, BM/E, and other trade press publications. He is the author of the chapter on
"Transmission Audio Processing" in the NAB Engineering Handbook, 8'h edition. He currently holds 25 U.S. patents.
Awards, Honors and Distinctions:

In 1973,he was elected a Fellow of the Audio Engineering Society. In 1993 he shared with Dolby Laboratories a Scientific and Engineering
Award from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. In 1995, he received the NAB Radio Engineering Achievement Award.

Prof. Dr. Fritz Sennheiser, Founder
Sennheiser Electronic GmbH & Co. KG

Wedemark, Germany
Accomplishments

As founder of Sennheiser Electronic GmbH, Prof. Dr.Fritz Sennheiser brought many of the
audio industry's watershed products to market, including the radio standard MD 2 and MD
21 microphones; the world's first shotgun microphone (MD 82); the MD 421 studio micro-
phone with sales of over 400,000 units; the Mikroport wireless microphone system (in 1958);
the world's first open-air headphones (HD 414); introduction of infrared transmission
technology; Miniaturization of the SK 2012 transmitter and EM 1036 receiver,HiDyn RF noise -
reduction technology; Assistive Listing devices; development of the NoiseGard and Digital

Infra -red headphones, the evolution microphone assembly line and launch of the highly successful evolution wireless
systems; and DVD-quality microphone technology (MKH 800: 20Hz - 50,000kHz). He founded the company in 1945
with a team of seven engineers and built the company up to its present stature of more than 1,400 employees and sales
of nearly $200 million worldwide.Today,Sennheiser has four factories, one each in Wedemark and Burgdorf,Germany,
one in ThIlamore, Ireland, and one in the U.S. in Albuquerque,NM, as well as 10 sales subsidiaries and around 70 sales
partners in all continents. Still active in the day-to-day operations of the company, Prof. Dr. Sennheiser recently
celebrated his 90'h birthday and was presented with the AES Gold Medal at AES Europe 2002.

Awards,llonors,Distinctions
In 1987, Prof. Dr. Sennheiser was awarded a Technical Oscar for the MKH 816 shotgun microphone. Nine years later, the

U.S.television industry presented him with an EmmyAward for pioneering achievements in the field of wireless transmission
technology. For nearly 20 years, he served in various capacities for the Association for Audio and Video Technology, ZVEI.
In 1981 he was awarded the Karmarsch Commemorative Medal by Hanover University.

Cast your vote at www. beradio. corn or by e-mail
to beradio0primediabusine&s.com.
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BE Radio's ability to help you solve business
problems extends beyond the
great editorial in this publication.

E-mail newsletters. Get the news you need,
as it happens. Sign up for a subscription to
our e-mail newsletter, the BE Radio Currnets Online
Weekly E-mail. Go to PrimediaBusiness.com and
click on "I want to subscribe to a newsletter."

Amplified coverage through our website.
Visit www.beradio.com where you'll find a
wealth of information to help you do your job
better, including:
 Daily news updates in Currents Online
 The Studio Spotlight
 The Engineer's Notebook
 Industry event calendar
 Up-to-date EAS manufacturer info
 Links to important FCC actions

Supplier Directory. Find a product or service
in our multi -industry Supplier Directory. Go to
PrimediaBusiness.com and click on the Supplier
Directory link.

Content for your website. Get the latest
industry -specific news automatically delivered
fresh to your corporate website, intranet or
extranet. Go to PrimediaBusiness.com and
check out the Primedia Insight newswire.

Opportunities for Advertisers. We can
connect you with the exact buyers you're
looking for through newsletter sponsorships,
customized online special reports, targeted Web
advertising, and more. Contact your [your magazine
name here] magazine sales representative, or
Rob Shore (rshore@primediahusiness.com or
212-462-3401).

Click or call today to tap into the power
beyond the printed word.

Racily
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

BE Radio Magazine
www.beradio.com
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BE Radio's ability to help you solve business problems
extends beyond the great editorial in this publication.

Visit www beradio.com where you'll
find a wealth of information to help you do
your job better, including:
 Daily news updates in Currents Online
 The Studio Spotlight
 The Engineer's Notebook
 Industry event calendar
 Up-to-date EAS manufacturer info
 Links to important FCC actions

Tap into the power beyond the printed word.

Racily
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

BE Radio Magazine
www.beradio.com
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rfSoftware, Inc.
communications solutions

New Contour Analysis Tool!

Service Contour / City Boundry with 3 -Sec Terrain Underlay. Aspen Co

gaicr
Never purchase another FCC database!

Professional edition builds databases
directly from FCC downloads.

 Model/compare multiple station contours.
 Unique antenna pattern tool makes directional

design a snap!

 Analyze STL/microwave paths with the
Terrain Profiler.

 Easily perform FCC spacing studies with
Auto Search.

 Instantly calculate population within contours
and contour overlaps.

 Design part 74 translators.
 Includes 30 -second terrain data, 3 -sec available.

Ask About Our Training Seminars

352-336-7223 www.rfsoftware.com

1111111111111P/T1TT/IIIMMITTMIMT,TTIT7111111111111111a
The HC -3 l-l-fbrid Telephone Autocoupler

GET UP TO A DOZEN COUPLERS IN ONE CHASSIS

Auto -connect and disconnect.
LED Indicators for incoming rings Ion -line status & power.
Answers on user selectable number of rings.
Momentary or latching dry contacts at pickup.
Simple, active hybrid with active, balanced, In/Out for
simultaneous send & recieve communications.
Remote connections include: aux. relay closure, pickup -enable,
remote pick up trigger, call end sink, & Ring I Online sink.
Optional ComboLok provides password security.

Advanced CAPProgress DecoderPhonics 41:eley.
psd CPC

III It 2

Phan Wait
-

Call Progress Decoder
Automatically disconnects auto -answer

couplers and hybrids when phone calls are over.
Works with most analog ports and POTS lines.
Decodes standard dial and busy tones
CP-1 fits INSIDE CircuitWerkes boxes. The CP-2

(shown) can disconnect most analog couplers.

Auto-answeron user -set ring # and auto -disconnect.
2 audio busses for mass feeds.

Individually card selectable buss or auxilliary audio I/O.
The aux. audio jack is ideal for multiple IFB feeds, etc.
Momentary or latching dry contact outputs at pickup.
Remove & install cards without affecting the rest.
LED indicators for ring, clipping, power & online.

o- Inger n e ace
D Accepts up to six independant telephone lines.
D Each incoming ring closes the associated relay.
D Each relay has two sets of form "c" contacts.
D All interface connections on screw terminals.

Call your favorite dealer or visit our web site for the latest info and downloadable tech manuals!
http://www.circuitwerkes.com (352) 335-6555 \\ fax 380-0230
CircuitWerkes 3716 SW 3rd Place - Gainesville, FL 32607
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ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Catalog #610
May - July 2002

MUD

18301 7M-8'

SEMICONDUCTORS

PASSIVES

INTERCONNECTS

POWER

ELECTROMECHANICAL

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

MOUSERELECTRONICS
www.mouser.com (800) 346-6873

/f raghtmhg strikes on your
tower are causing

evh:ametit damage and lost
air time - the cost of a

Stat./LC.0 system may be
recovered drat/11g your first-

lighttraty season.

AFF
ABLE -RUGGED

LIGHTNIDNG
PROTECTI

The Otati-Cat
Lightwilfg Pt-eve/ft/of gystem

provides a continuous, low -resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge on tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8" STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness,

COTtlifia
C3rporatIon, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmir gton, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

ELUDES': itIrco%
DER: Reath+. -t T C TTO:ECIED

GORMAN REDLICH 6ND CO AD.!,

RWT RMT EOM ,!..,rj 
1 2 3

A - 4 5

7 8

0Itit IEHIER
ENCODER DECODER FCC ID. INZEAS,

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: wvm.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg(ifgorman-redlich.com

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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STUDIO FURNITURE?
WHAT YOUR LOOKING FOR -

IS PROBABLY AT

SPACEWISE,

RADIAL DELUX

FULL SIZED QUALITY WOODSHOP FURNITURE
ULTRA STURDY BASE COMPONENTS
1 Y. " THICK TOP COUNTERS'
MANY WOOD AND COLOR CHOICES
WE CUSTOMIZE TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED CRATED'

ALLTALK STUDIO
PRODUCING GREAT BROADCAST FURNITURE

SYSTEMS IS THE ONLY THING WC 001

"QualityBroadcast Furniture Systems
for Every Budget, .1-m

SPACEWISE
Call us at 800-775-3660

www.spacewise.com  Info@spacewise.com

AES/EBU DIGITAL AUDIO
DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

DDA106-XLR(1X6)DDA112-BNC(1X12)
DDA112-XLR(1X12)DDA124-BNC(1X24)

DDA206-XLR(Dual1X6)*DDA212-BNC(Dual1X12)
DXA112-XLR(1x12)*DXA124-BNC(1),(24)

Accepts sample rates from 27 to 96kHz
Transformer balanced inputs
Data reclocking and regeneration
*Adjustable input cable equalization
Loop-thru inputs w/switchable terminations
*Sample rate, Status and Error indicators
Up to 12 XLR or 24 BNC outputs

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Dedicwd to soundaiOnming
ATI328W.MapleAvenue lloi\tun. PA 19044

800-959-0307.215-443-0330
Fax:215-443-0394

htlp: 11WaliglI)S.COM
FRVFitltill \ !pun Requ.-4

5

I
2
2
2

dr

"'4

5

5

5
5
5

5
5

5

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting 8 static electricity

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF 8 UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALso

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OF WRITE:

t
4001 La Plata Hwy

Farmington. NM 87401
"Op
1610,

phone 505-327-5646 lax 505-325-1142

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

I onglel -Rice os er 3-D Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create -real-world- coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice. PTP, FCC. Okumura & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM. FM, TV. DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.
'Plot STI. paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain databases...and more!

oft
rerw, 1J, pi"  remi

Lorisuli,,,: In

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

View an
online

product
demo

whenever
you see

this logo.

GET IN ON THE
GROUND FLOOR!

Raiff°
Advertise in BE Radio's

Gallery Section and

expose your products and

services to more then

31,500+ product buyers

every issue.

Its easy ...

it's cost effective ...

and it's only a phone call

away!

For more details, call
Steven Bell

National Sales Director at
913-967-1848
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AUDIO ROUTING SWITCHERS

SR 10

10:1 STEREO SWITCHER

8396.00

SR -10M 5799 00

155 1 ST EREOSWITCHEH

SR -201 $1380.00

...IX I STEREO SVV1T CHER

S R-64 8698.00

11 IIM11111/. 1.1111.1M 41111.

8R -61M 81799.00
11EL

6 X 1 STEREO SWITCRER WITH
54f TF RING AIM MONITORING

RAM BROADCAST MANUFACTURING,

USA www ramsyscom.com CANAD
8-.7 487 7575 705 722 4421

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

ISOM  rio) 1-0 nilarabio

.1 . r J r_

*\s
6 ifit

00.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com

1la

Transconi Corporation
11111 6 FM Transmitters

Visit our new Internet Ate at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request lo: transcom a fmamt v.com

Fine t 1st:1,1AM & FM Transmitter.. Authorized Representatives km- all
major ecuipment manulazturers. .et us send you a customized quote!

300W FM 1988 Hams FM 300K Solid State - Single Ph t.
2 4KW FM 1995 QEI Quantum Solid State, Single PhaNe
2 5KW FM 1984 Hams FM 2 5K Single Phase
2 5KW FM 1980 Harris FM 2 5K Single Phase
2 5KW FM 1979 Harris FM 2 5K
5KW FM 1992 Continental 815A

FKWFM 1994 Henry 6000D Single Phase
IOKW FM 1974 Harris FM1OH/K
6

I 5KW FM 1980 McMartin 8E15.000
air 20KW FM 1983 Harris FM2OK

_5KW FM 1978 Collins 831G -2C
.:5KW FM 1980 CSIT-25F
27 5 FM 1990 Continental 816R-4
30KW FM 1983 BE FM 30
50KW FM 1982 Harris Combiner w/auto
Combiner Exciter -transmitter switcher

EXCITERS
BE FX30 Harris Digit
Harris MS 15 Harris MX -15

CAI 5KW AM 1980 Harris MW5A
2. 4 IOKW AM 198: Continental 316F

IOKW 198: Harris MW I OAQ;.2(5KWW AM
AM

1991 Nautel ND -25 Solid State

f--. z )K AM 1986 Nautel Ampfet 50 - Solid State

Potomac Ins AA51 Audi. Anyl (new)
Vi El Moseley TRC-15 Remote wi-lallikainen

7 Moseley TRC 15-A Remove Control System
Il X, SCA Generator (MX -15 Module)

;7; Optimod 8100A (card 3 tIru 9)
I'm Dummy Load 25KW air-cooled

P.O. Box 26744 Bkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

114 Traffic C.O.P.
iNgor Win/lows-

If your traffic software is being
discontinued, now is the time to take a
look at The Traffic C.O.P. for Windows.
g A complete, fully featured, true Windows, traffic and

billing system from order entry to log scheduling to A/R.g The intuitiveness of Wiidows. Training has become
obsolete.

gRuns on your computer network, exports to your
automation system.g Unexcelled Support. With any support option. NEVER
a charge for updates.g Run up to 256 stations from a single database,
separate databases or any combination.g Still the same low prices. Still the generous small
market discounts

Once you view our FREE CD Demo,
we know you will want the software.

No Obligation! See what The Traffic C.O.P.
for Windows can do for you!

Call now (800) 275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com
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Need a new STEREO FM

TRANSMITTER?
Compact size,
Lightweight unit,
Switched mode power,
Universal 85-260 mains,

Adjustable RF Power,
Harmonic Filtering,
Built-in Stereo Encoder
& Compressor/Limiter,
BNC composite/mpx input,

"D" Type Control
Connector, Fan Cooled,
Unsurpassed Specifications.

SWR & overtemp protection.

Available in 5 power ranges. 7:111Lia
Model TX3 from 200mW to 3 watts output:

Only $875 plus shipping

TX20: 2-25 watts. TX50: 2-50 watts.
TX150: 10-150 watts. TX300: 25-300 watts.

Call for pricing on these and other fine products

Progressive Concepts

(630)736-9822 Fax (630)7360353 0305 South Bartlett Rd., Streamwooc, IL 60107

www.progressive-concepts.com

One Strike and You're u I

wqp

Cvt,I ip'44
riAM1111

Protect Your Investment
ERI® 812-925-6000
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

www.ERlinc.com

RE PARTS'
COMPANY

 Broadcast  Industrial
Communications

 Transistors
 Capacitors
 Rectifiers
 Modules
 Gasfets
 Coax

2002
Catalog

now available

Eimac  Taylor  Eimac  Svetlana
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  Thompson  Mitsubishi

Se Habla Espanol  We Export

800-737-2787
760-744-0700 800-737-2787

Fax: 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.rfparts.com

affordable Custom
roadcast Furniture

Delivered
and

installed
by

ECHNOLOGY32 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Malvern, PA 19355

: 610-640-1229  FAX: 6
email:sales@studiotechnology.com

www.studiotechnokgy.com
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View an online
product demo

whenever you see
this logo.

entry
48ROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast

Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 410-335-3136  Fax: 786-513-0812
http.//www.baycountry.com  e-mail: baycountry@pcbank.net

www.beradio.com

Radio Classified
Help Wanted

.ENTHICOM

Entercom Rochester has an immediate opening for an Ass
Chief Engineer Ideal candidate will have 2  years of broad-
cast engineering experience Must be familiar with transmitter
and studio maintenance, as well as computers AudioVault
experience helpful Must be available for on -call basis Resume

to Joseph Fleming, ChiefEngineer, Entercom Rochester. 500
B Forman Building/Midtown Plaza, Rochester, NY 14604
Fax (716)423-9552 e-mail jfiejnimaentercom.com

CHIEF ENGINEER WANTED

KRGI AM -FM, KMMJ, KRGY in Grand Island, NE
has opening for Chief Engineer. Must have excellent

computer skills as well as engineering skills. Great
benefits. Send letter and resume to: Lyle Nelson.
General Manager, P.O. Box 4907, and Grand Is-
land, NE 68802. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Professional Services
Structural Analysis

Ciro 1
Electronics Research, Inc.

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www.ERI,nr corn

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS

ERI Incorpornd
1943

get into gear

the d L product or service
idio Classifieds!

roser

Audio Facility Technician
Television, Radio and Film Production
Reporting to the Director of Broadcast Technology, the Audio Facility Technician will install, perform
preventative maintenance and repair audio and related equipment in WERS, WECB, VMA Audio and
VMA Video, Film Transfer, Film and Video Mix to Pixs, New Media, Equipment Distribution Center,
Broadcast Journalism, locations throughout the campus. In addition, manage pan -time student staff,
interface with faculty instructors and students, and assist with purchase supplies and equipment. Specific
duties will include: I) Periodic and preventative maintenance on all studio equipment both analog and
digital; 2) Construction and modification of studios including wiring and documentation; 3) Manufacture
of custom cable and wire -harnesses; 4) Maintain campus wide audio inventory; 5) Maintain Digital
Audio Delivery System (Dadpro 32 Enco); 6) Maintain Pro Tools Systems; 7) Manage student engineers;
8) Work with outside service vendors; 9) Assist with budget planning; 10) Assist with system
administration of network computer systems (Mac, PC and Novell); II) Provide on -call back-up for
WERS; and 12) Perform additional assignments as needed.

Bachelor's Degree in Electrical Engineering and/or related Audio Production field with experience in
Electronic Systems Engineering preferred. Four or more years of experience in technical audio repair and
maintenance within a broadcast or recording facility and proven ability to troubleshoot and repair audio and
related systems. Experience with Apple and IBM computer systems, LAN and WAN networks, nonlinear
editing systems and audio streaming for the web. Experience with Pro Tools and other nonlinear editing
systems preferred.

Please send cover letter and resume to: Emerson College. Office of Human Resources/Affirmative
Action, 120 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116; E-mail: employmentOPemerson.edu. Emerson College
is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer, focused on workforce diversity.

I a a 

ril0 EMERSON COLLEGE
Nille BRINGING INNOVATION TO COMMUNICATION AND THE ARTS

WWW.EMERSON.EDU

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
NC: lm

Free 888.765-2900
Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http:"/www.acousticsfirst.com

Publications

WVVW.RADIOSHOPPER.COM

New & Used Equipment
Engineering & Web Links
Publications & Catalogs

Parts & Services
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NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR
Steven Bell

law
Overland Park, KS 66212-2215
Telephone: (913) 967-1848
Fax: (913) 967-7249
E-mail shell@primediabusiness.com

EUROPE/UK
Richard Woolley
P.O. Box 250
Banbury, Oxon 0X16 5Yj5
Telephone: +44 1295 278 407
Fax: +44 1295 278 408
E-mail. richardwoollevOcompuserve.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Jennifer Shafer

039

(913)967-1732
Fax: (913) 967-1735
E-mail. jshafer@primediabusiness.com

LIST RENTAL SERVICES
Marie Briganti, Statlistics

Fax: (203) 778-4839
E-mail nibrigantPstatlistics.com

EDITORIAL REPRINTS
Wright's Reprints
Telephone. (877) 652-5295, ext. 106
E-mail: eramsey@wrightsreprints.com

Contributor Pro -file
Meet the professionals who write for BE Radio.

This month: Talk Radio. page 30.

Tom Atkins
Director of Engineering
Entercom
Buffalo, NY

Tom Atkins has been in
broadcasting for more
than 28 years and has
worked for Capital Cit-
ies, Taft, Keymarket, Sin-
clair and many others.

He started as a disc jockey on a class IV AM station
while attending college for engineering science.
His experience includes on -air and programming.
He gained his talk radio experience in the 70s and
80s while working for full-serviceAM stations. Two
years ago, he completed the technical consolida-
tion of six radio stations to one facility.
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Sign Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?
Originally designed in 1975 and 1976,

Pacific Recorders and Engineering touted
the benefits of separating the functions of
processing and limiting an audio signal:
The Multimax AGC/processor boasted
three -band processing with energy -based,

- - - MAT OM X
...am

open -loop compressors
for the active gain control circuitry.A gated
release circuit was used to smooth band
tracking and gain control. Separate ver-
sions were sold for AM or FM use. These
were mono units, so two were needed for
stereo. Many TV stations installed FM units
as well.

Sample and Hold
A look at the technology shaping radio

US Digital Radio Receiver
Shipments Forecast

Source: In-Stat/MDR, 4/02

The Multilimiter featured a gain -riding compressor,a vari-
able compression ratio fast limiter and an ultra -fast peak
control limiter to provide peak control without a clipper.

Manufactured from 1976 to 1981, PR&E records show that
there were more than 1,650 FM Multimaxes, 1,400 FM Mul-
tilimiters, 760AM Multimaxes and 700AM Multilimiterssold.

That was then
Drake-Chenault, one of the early automated program-

ming providers, supplied more than 1,000 automation
tapes each week to 300 stations through the 60s, 70s and
80s. A typical automated radio station could air tapes that
were one week to one year old. It was important that all
aspects of the production and duplication process were
consistent. The production of music programming tapes
for automated radio stations at Drake-Chenault evolved
into a highly regimented process that produced a polished,

The Drake-Chenault tape duplicating system installed
in 1978.

consistent product week after week.
The first duplication system was built in 1975 with nine

Crown SX-722 decks. One master playback deck fed all
nine machines. Stereo or mono copies could be made.

In 1978,the Crown decks were replaced with 24Technics
RS1500-US decks (shown here), which had much better
transports than the Crowns. The isolated loop tape path
was highly stable with less than 20 degrees of phase shift
at 15kHz.This system had two master playback decks.Any
of the 24 slave recorders could produce a stereo or mono
copy from either master playback deck. A master start
button would initiate the command for all 24 decks to start
at once,an event that would make the floorshake.The 25Hz
automation cue tones were generated and injected into
the copies during duplication. Z
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Info from Hank Landsberg. More info is available at
www.drakechenault.org.
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BIG EASY
TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE

Easy to INSTALL
 machine -tapped rack rails
 built-in top and bottom ventilation
 removable doors
 punchblock enclosure available
 compatible with Wheatstone Wiremax S (stem
 available with type 66 or Krone' blocks

Available options include
prewired punchblocks

Easy to AFFORD!
 modular design for variety of configurations
 both standup and sitdown heights
 above counter turret accessories
 fast installation
 generous wireways
 built-in levellers

ri) ()

OUR HIGH -STYLE
TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE 44114'

boasts uncompromising QUALITY tailored to the TIGHTEST
BUDGETS, with all the features a well -designed studio calls for.
A TRULY COST-EFFICIENT SOLUTION FOR YOUR NEXT STUDIO PROJECT!

VV1-1e--city-tc)c) Corc:).,--c)t ion
See us at NAB RADIO - Booth #11I8!



ty-ton
DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER

 BI-DIRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT -5 INTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
 ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
 ANALOG OR DIGITAL (AES SAMPLE RATE) INFUTS
 BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
 SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH WHEATSTONE CONSOLES

THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL.
It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's de-
sign consists of 7"rackmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous aucio channels
on its backplane.

Units can be stacked to suit particular cord comple-
ments (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or a single
CAT -5 wire. ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, X -Y controller commands plus
auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
a typical installation.

The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security
levels you could want. And of course we have a full

complemew of control panels and PC applications to
choose from-all designed for straightforward operation
and a rapid learning curve.

With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers.

MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with a choice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24 -bit A>D input cards, and of course 24 -bit digital or
24 -bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the
front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.

1/1/1-? Cortc-)rc)t ic,r)
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheotstone.com

www.wheatstone.corn
copyright 0 2001 by Wheatstone Corporation
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